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FOREWORD

Since 1955, when operation DEEP FREEZE began, the U. S. Navy hasprovided support for the Antarctic programs sponsored by the NationalScience Foundation. Most logistical support of this scientific activity
has been conducted by transport vessels. Resupply operations have beencentered at MaMurdo Station, which has served as the main staging site
for other scientific stations on the continent.

This study summarizes sea ice forecasting techniques applicable
to the western Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound and sea ice conditions
encountered by the resupply ships and escort icebreakers during the16 resupply seasons from DEEP FREEZE I through DEEP FREEZE 71. Dataon means and ranges of ice conditions expand on past investigations ofaustral summer conditions. Procedures and exanples for preparing seaice forecasts by relating the use of historical and real-tine ice data
to environnental factors are given.
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I. INTROUCTICN

Participation by the United States in the international program of
scientific investigation in Antarctica has required the deploymrent of
considerable men and materiel. The U.S. Navy is responsible for logistical
support of our permanent facilities on the continent. The main staging

st, Mcdurdo Station to which the vast majority of various resupply
cargoes are delivered by ship during the austral (southern hemisphere)
summe~r, is located in the southwestern sector of the Ross Sea. Eb
reach Mcvlurdo Station, the resupply vessels must steam through ice
congested waters. A knav'ledge of the prevailing and expected sea ice
conditions is required to ensure xmximm operational efficiency and safety.

Trans its of the Ross Sea have been too infrequent for the accumulation
of detailed historical ice data. Ice conditions vary considerably from
year-to-year, as well as within the same resupply season. Therefore, the

$ Naval Of ficer assigned to assess prevailing ice conditions or to prepare
ice forecasts is faced with a difficult task.

The purpose of this publication is to provide procedures for fore-
casting the distribution of sea ice in the western Ross Sea and Mc'~urdo
Sound. Analyses of observed ice conditions and related environmrental
factors also are given to provide useful background information. 'the
sea ice data and forecasting procedures will be for the austral suzmmer
because the information was obtained in conjunction with resupply operations.
Althouqh many of the sea ice features are quantified and/or located by qeo-
graphic coordinates with tirre, the observational Period of record in Mdlurdo
Sound and the Ross Sea is brief. Therefore, somre mrodification of these
statistics with the collection of additional data may be expected. iia
change s in mran values of various environmrental factors are also Probable.

The procedures used to prepare any forecast must be objective. However,
the subjectivity used in formulating the input values of various environ-
irental factors causes the resulting forecast to be subjective. This is
especially true in an area as large as the Ross Sea where, for example,
the observed and forecast surface pressure (wind) distributions are based
directly on only four land station observations and possibly one or two
ship reports. Using such sparse observations, the presence of a storm in
the central portion of the Ross Sea miaht well be undetected, or it
may be inferred, but its location cannot be determined very accurately.
The vortex pattern of cloud~s observed by satellite may be used to indicate
the upper level position of the storm center with much greater accuracy
but its sea level position and intensity must be estima~ted in order to
form an opinion concerning the sea level distribution of wind direction
and speed. Furthermore, much remains to be learned about the relationships
between the environment and the distributions of sea ice in such an
isolated region. Therefore, the subjectivity in forecasting the drift
and disintegration of sea ice in the Poss Sea should be readily apparent
even though objective tables and graphs are used in part of the forecasting
procedures.

This publication will be concerned with ice forecasts of two distinct
durations. These are the long-range estimates that give an overall
estimate of ice conditions during the ensuing 30 days or longer; and
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short-range forecasts for 24- or 48-hour durations that emphasize detailed
ice conditions in areas where ship operations are underway or shortly
planned.

II. B CKGIUND DATA

Any discussion which seeks understanding of mrcwth, drift and
disintegration of sea ice in a particular area irust include a brief
description of the related environmental factors. This section describes
the most important of these factors, which include wind velocity and
storm tracks, air temperature, ocean currents, and geography of the area.

Some background knowledge of average ice conditions and their
variance during the austral summer is also necessary. Owing to the large
variability indicated by past ice observations, maximuzn and minimum as
well as nedian and mean values are given when possible, as well as the
number of years of data upon whichr mean values are based.

A. Physical Features

The Antarctic Continent (fig 1) is commonly divided into two
parts, East Antarctica and West Antarctica, by a line running along the
western boundary of the Ross Ice Shelf, north of the Horlick, Thiel, and
Pensacola Mountains, and along the eastern edge of the Filchner Ice Shelf.
The Ross Ice Shelf straddles the International Date Line, but lies in West
Antarctica which lies mostly in the western hemisphere; East Antarctica is
situated mostly in the eastern hemisphere.

The Ross Sea is one of the large embayments that borders on West
Antarctica. It extends from Victoria Land eastward to Cape (blbeck and
is located nostly over the continental shelf; depths range generally from
350 to 750 m (191 to 410 fm) but occasionally exceed 900 m (492 fm).
Pennell Bank, located on the shelf near 74.5OS 180*, shoals to 106 m (58 fm)
below sea level. McMurdo Sound, in the southwest corner of the Ross Sea,
ranges from 50 to 75 km (27 to 41 nmi) wide and has a maximum length of
approximately 90 ]an (49 nmi). Depths in the eastern portion of the sound
range generally from 650 to 900 m (355 to 492 fm) south to the Dellbridge
Islands (fig 15); depths of approximately 550 m (301 fm) extend southward
to the ice shelf. The western portion of Mc urdo Sound has shallower
depths which range generally from 200 to 450 m (109 to 246 fin).

Th Ross Ice Shelf covers approximately the southern half or about
540,000 km (157,464 nmi2 ) of the Ross Sea (Zunberge and Swithinbank, 1962),
is approximately 850 km (459 nmi) wide along its northern edge or barrier,
and extends southward almost 800 km (432 nmi) from the Bay of Whale,. The
shelf generally rises from 30 to 40 m (98 to 131 ft) above sea level along
the barrier to the east of the Bay of Whales and from 40 m (131 ft) to
approximately 55 m (180 ft) to the west. It increases in elevation to 100 m
(328 ft) about 225 km (122 nmi) from its southernmost extrenity (Bentley,
1962). In the vicinity of Little America V (78010'S,162*13'W, 1958 position),
the shelf located 15 km (8 nri) frcv its northern edqeo is about 250 m (820 ft)
thick; thinnino tcward the edae occurs between 3 and 4 m (10 to 13 ft) per
kilometer (Crarv, 1961). The Rss ice Shelf increases in thickness to as
much as 1000 m (3281 ft) at the junction with land ice (Crary and Van der
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Hoeven, 1961); it is mostly afloat south to its southern limits. Large
portions of the shelf periodically break off and drift seaward as tabular
icebergs. Most icebergs have horizontal dimensions between a few hundred
meters and several kilometers, but icebergs 30 to 40 km (16 to 22 nii)
long are not unoommon; the largest on record was observed 185 )an (100 nmi)
long (Zurberge and Swithinbank, 1962). Few measurements of absolute
movement of the barrier have been made. However, Debenham (1923) omputed
a minimnu rate of movemnent of 1300 m/yr (4265 ft/yr) between 173*W and
179*E by comparing the 1902 Discovery survey of the ice front with the 1911
Terra Nova survey. Crary (1961) indirectly calculated a movement of
1400 m/yr (4593 ft/yr) in the vicinity of 168°W which he states may be
3 to 4 times as fast as movement of the barrier to the east of Roosevelt
Island (790S, 162 0W). Estimates of the movement of the ice front in the
Bay of Mhales sector have been collected by Wexler (1960) who quotes
speeds between 322 and 458 m/yr (1056 and 1503 ft/yr).

Perhaps the most important environmental factor affecting Mc4urdo
Sound and the Ross Sea, winter air temperature, is related to East
Antarctica topography. East Antarctica is nearly four times as large as
West Antarctica and consists of an almost unbroken undulating plateau of
snow and ice that reaches an interior height of more than 4 )an (13,000 ft).
This expanse of ice (wore than 3.5 km (11,500 ft) thick in places) gradually
slopes to an elevation of 2 km (6,500 ft) some 100 to 400 kmn (54 to 216 nni)
from the north coasts. East of 1250E, from 720S inland nearly to the central
dae, the ice surface slopes eastward toward the western edge of the Ross
Sea and RIss Ice Shelf an average between 1:1000 and 2:1000. This gentle
slope, however, is terminated along Victoria Land and the western edge of
the Ross Ice Shelf by the chain of high mountains forming a portion of the
border of East Antarctica.

Ross Island forms the eastern side of McMurde Sound and is about
78 km (42.1 nmi) wide (east-west) between Cape Royds and Cape Crozier and about
77 km (41.6 nmi) long (north-south) between Cape Bird and Cape Armitage
(fig 15). The island is dominated by Mount Erebus (3,795 m, 12,450 ft)
fron which a ridge extends eastward to Mount Terra Nova (1,829 m, 6,000 ft)
and Mount Terror (3,094 m, 10,150 ft) and northward to Mount Bird
(1,719 m, 5,640 ft).

B. Storm Tracks

Storm that affect Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound (U.S. Navy Weather
Research Facility, 1960) follow three main tracks as indicated in figure 2.
These are:

(1) Major cyclones that frequently originate near western
Australia, move south of Tasmania, and thence southeastward into the
eastern Ross Sea (track 1).

(2) Small cyclones or vortices that follow an eastward track
approximately 300 nmi (556 km) off the Antarctic coast and enter the
oss Sea near 70*S, 180°S (track 2).

(3) Storm that enter the Antarctic continent near 155*E, cross
Victoria Land, and move southeastward over the southern sector of the
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Ross Sea onto the Ross Ice Shelf (track 3).

Cyclones which follow track 1 and track 2 may continue on
an eastward trajectory within 300 ni (556 km) of the coast, or travel
inland near the eastern portion of the Ross Ice Self. Storms that
travel inland may then follow a trajectory that recurves toward the
west over the Ross Ice Shelf; storm following this track are referred
to as the retrograde type. Although the three tracks imply that storns
pass out of the Ross Sea, low pressure centers tend to stagnate or
even develop in the Ross Sea embayment.

Cyclones that originate near western Australia attain
lowr central pressures (deepen) along their southeastward trajectory
and reach a maximum intensity as they cross the Antarctic Ccnverg-nce
near 550S. These system (track 1) then usually display a decaying
condition and a higher central pressure (filling) as they merge into
the semi-permanent low pressure in the eastern Ross Sea. Low pressure
is customarily found there because the Ross Sea is one of the principal
cyclone graveyards in the Antarctic.

The small cyclonic vortices that approach the Ross Sea from
the west (track 2) are thought to be major perturbations along the
Antarctic front; that is, along the northern edge of cold air which has
moved from the continent over coastal water during the austral summer.
Some are also thought to be decayed ocean storm which continue eastward
upon reaching the Antarctic front.

The merging of these coastal vortices (track 2) with major
cyclones (track 1) produces violent Antarctic storm which may last
several days and in which central pressures as low as 923 to 940 mb
have been observed.

C. Sea level Pressure

The distribution of mean monthly sea level pressure over the Ross
Sea and adjacent areas (Taljaard et. al., 1969) is presented in Appendix A,
figures A-1 through A-12. Over the water regions adjacent to coastal
stations or along the cxmnonly used sea routes,the pressure charts were
based primarily on pressure data taken at those locations. Analyses over
land were drawn strictly according to the mean reduced pressure values.
Over the remainder of the area, a best fit of the isobars was obtained by
comparison of grid point pressure values with charts of vector winds
contained in different climatic atlases.

The pressure patterns strongly reflect the frequency and location
of tracks and intensity of cyclones which approach and exit from the Ross
Sea. Additionally, the closed, generally circular, isobars confirm the
tendency for cyclones to stagnate and decay in the Ross Sea. During early
spring (September and October), the semi-permanent low pressure area is
located farthest southward and has the lowest central pressure. The highest
central pressure occurs during the austral summer (December and January),
when its mean position is displaced north of the Ross Sea. The large-scale
sea level circulation implied by the mean pressure distributions is
generally toward the north over the western Ross Sea during May through
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October when ice growth is abundant. In the eastern Ross Sea, large-
scale circulation is toward the southwest from May through June. From
July through October circulation along the coast is very light; farther
offshore, circulation is toward the northeast.

Fron November through April which spans the ice disintegration
season, the large-scale circulation over the western Ross Sea generally
is toward the northwest. Dcminant east winds are found over the central
and eastern portion of the Ross Sea. Spacing of the isobars over
McMurdo Sound indicates mean monthly south to southeast geostrophic winds
of approximately 5 kn (9 knhr) in January to 18 kn (33 km/hr) in
October (chart scale 1:11,000,000). However, prevailing 10 to 15 kn
(19 to 28 knhr) easterly winds recorded at McMurdo Station throughout
the year enphasize the large non-geostrophic component of surface wind
over land and the effects of local topography. The predominance of easterly
wind at Hut Point is caused by the deflection of the southeasterly air
stream as it strikes the southern edge of Ross Island. The surface air
notion in the eastern portion of McMurdo Sound probably varies from east
to south. Winds should be mainly southeast to southerly over the western
portion of the sound; south winds should prevail at the western limits
owing to the north-south orientation of the Royal Society Range which
rises to a mean elevation of 2.75 km (9,000 ft) with peaks extending to
4.25 ]an (14,000 ft).

D. Surface Air Temperature

The distribution of mean monthly air tenperature (degrees Celsius)
over the Ross Sea and adjacent areas (Taljaard et. al., 1969) is presented
in Appendix B in figures B-1 through B-12. Surface values for points over
water were derived from comparison of air temperatures given in different
marine climatic atlases. Irregular isopleths in some areas were minimized
by constructing curves of the annual variation of temperature at grid
points. Inspection of the curves at a group of neighboring points
indicated the most probable snooth curve of the annual march of temperature
at the innermost point. The analysis of surface air temperatures over
land was difficult because of complicated topography and insufficient
stations to draw isotherms objectively. However, the analyses were made by
relating available values to smoothed regional topography.

Probably the best known distinguishing feature of Antarctica is its
extremely low mean surface tenperature which is reflected by cold summers
and severe winters. Because snow covers more than 98% of the continent
(Thiel, 1962), little solar energy is absorbed and its own heat is readily
radiated. Subsidence over the continent results in a clear sky which, in
turn, facilitates the radiation. Heat loss is greatest during winter and
cooling occurs primarily at the surface; summer heating occurs at the surface
as well as aloft. Heating of the surface air in summer, however, depends
much more on the temperature of the earth's surface, with which the air
is in contact, than on the direct rays of the sun since they never are
strong enough to melt the snow even when the sun is at its greatest altitude.
Therefore, the mean tenperature of the warmest month is below 00 C almost
everywhere in Antarctica.
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Mean monthly temperature values for Mc±urdo Station# ompiled
through 1970 from U.S. Navy and National Weather Service data, are included
on each figure. Some difference is apparent between these data and
interpolated values between isotherm because the periods of record
are different.

The normal march of mean monthly air tenperature is probably
quite similar at all Antarctic stations. The major temperature
decrease occurs by May after which temperatures continue to fall slowly
owing to a continuing radiation heat loss. The general pattern of the
annual temperature profile shows a broad flat minim=m during the austral
winter. It has been suggested (U.S. Navy Weather Research Facility, 1960)
that, owing to the effect of newly formed pack ice to the north during
mid-winter, the lowest surface temperatures usually occur well after the
winter solstice; that is, in August or as late as September. However, a
minianu with slightly higher temperatures also often occurs about July.
During spring the steepest rise in temperature occurs in October. During
November, December, and January, temperatures increase owing to increased
imcoming radiation, but at a much slower rate.

Advection of cold air fron the interior over McMurdo Sound and the
Ross Sea is thought to occur as a result of the invasion of storm centers
fron lower latitudes in other quadrants which impinge on lobes or separate
centers of the cold air mass over the plateau. The resulting outflow of
cold air also may be aided by down-sloping topography. According to Ball
(1960), katabatic winds may be expected to predominate over gradient winds
where the slope is 2:1000, and can still be important on less steep slopes.
Slopes of this order are present west of the Ross Sea and Ross Ice Shelf
to 125*E. Drainage of surface air from this sector of the interior over
the Ross Sea, however, may be diminished by the Coriolis deflection and
by the presence of the high mountains along eastern Victoria Land and the
western limits of the Ross Ice Shelf.

E. Surface Currents

A generalized distribution of surface currents over the Ross Sea
and adjacent waters is given in figure 3. Current directions and magnitudes
in heavy print were taken directly from U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office
Pub. 705, (1957). Directions in lighter print and magnitudes in parenthesis
have been estimated for use in ice forecasting.

The surface current over the Ross Sea, called the East Wind Drift,
is dominated by prevailing easterly and southeasterly winds. Current
speeds range from 1 to 3 kn (1.9 to 5.6 knVhr) along the Ross Ice Shelf,
where data are adequate, to estimated speeds of 0.2 kn (0.4 kmV/hr) at the
Antarctic Divergence, where data are sparse. Along Victoria Land, the
westgoing current is deflected to the north.

North of the Antarctic Divergence, which is a zone of general
upllinq, is the eastgoing West Wind Drift which transports large
volumes of surface water. A zone exists within the West Wind Drift, the
Antarctic Convergence, which probably separates the generally easterly
sets to the north from the northeasterly sets to the south. However, the
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current regime is uncertain in this region, and the slow surface drifts are
subject to considerable variation. Therefore, surface currents around
the Antarctic Convergence are not well defined.

F. Pack Ice

During winter, sea ice completely surrounds the Antarctic Continent
and extends northward hundreds of miles in a fairly continuous sheet. Only
during summer does the sea ice disintegrate in some areas to permit access
to land areas and broad ice shelves. Same coastal areas of the continent
remain, for the most part, inaccessible to vessels even during summer
months.

One coastal area that is always accessible in sumer is adjacent
to most of the Ross Sea. The ice edge reaches its mxidu northward
extent during late September primarily owing to current and wind drift of
pack ice to the north but also as the result of freezing of the open sea.
This northward drift which is especially evident over the western sector
of the Ross Sea causes a movement of ice away from the area adjacent to
the Ross Ice Shelf. Therefore, the latter area probably never freezes
over to any great extent because of the constant drift of ice far to the
north of the continent. Probably as a result of dispersal of ice northward
and regrowth of new ice in colder areas adjacent to the continent, sea ice
formed in the Ross Sea is relatively thin compared to drift ice found in
other sectors surrounding Antarctica. Sea ice formed in the Ross Sea
probably attains an average end-of-winter thickness of approximately
2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) with pressure ridges an average of 5 ft (1.5 m)
thick. Sea ice found along the Ross Ice Shelf in winter probably consists
of new and young ice up to 1 ft (0.3 m) thick.

During summer, the prevailing wind drift of ice over the western
area of the Ross Sea is toward the northwest. This drift, similar to
winter drift causes a movement of ice away from the area adjacent to the
Ross Ice Shelf. The latter sector is the first to clear during the austral
summer and the ice free area enlarges to the north in the western portion
of the Ross Sea. The northern edge of the pack ioe concurrently recedes
southward and, usually during late January, the ice free areas merge near
the northwest portion of the Ross Sea. An ice-free passage to the Ross Ice
S-elf in the western sector of the Ross Sea is then possible.

Owing to the Coriolis deflection to the left (southern hemisphere),
the mean direction of ice drift is more directly onto the Victoria Land
coast during sumer than during winter, when the large-scale circulation is
northward. Advection of ice against Victoria Land during summer is
evident by a band of close to carpact sea ice that remains there after
much of the western Boss Sea has cleared.

Dominant westward current and wind drift over the central and
eastern portions of the Ross Sea fran November through April are thought
to advect thick ice into those sections and frequently into the western
sector of the Ross Sea from the area east of Cape Colbeck. Observations
made between 160*W and 180*, including satellite imagery, indicate that
large amounts of heavy pack remain in that sector of the Ross Sea into late
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austral sumer. It is probable that large areas of very open pack and
same open pack belts and patches of hummocky floes remain in that sector
to the beginning of freezeup in April.

1. North Pack Edge

Ship observations of the location of the northern edge of
pack ice were extracted from post-operational reports of the various
icebreakers which transited the Ross Sea from EEP FREEZE (DF) I through
DF 71. Observations by resupply vessels were included for unescorted
transits. locations of the edge observed by aerial reconnaissance from
EF 61, when observations began, through DF 71 were also included.

a. Procedure

Positions of the northern edge of pack ice observed
during each austral sumer were plotted, and ice edges at the beginning
and middle of each month from 15 October through 15 January were inter-
polated between observations from 170'E to 1800. In a few instances, loca-
tions of edges obviously inconsistent with other data taken within the same
year were rejected. latitudes of interpolated edges at even longitudes
were recorded as far as 30 of longitude from an observation. Additionally,
interpolated edges were recorded only within 18 days of an observed edge.
Latitudes of extrapolated ice edges were recorded when an observation was
made within 12 days of the 1st or the 15th of each onth. Average and
nedian values at half-monthly intervals were calculated from the recorded
latitudes and are surmarized in figure 4. Average and median values,
latitude ranges, and frequency of data also are given separately for each
period in figures 5 through 8.

The northern edge of pack ice was defined by 1 okta or
more of ice concentration. Therefore, a few discrepancies of latitude
of the pack edge occurred when an encounter with heavier pack was reported
as the northern pack edge after lighter ice concentrations were transited.

b. Semi-Mbnthly Positions and Ranges

Usually, the northern pack edge in the western Ross Sea
was located approximately at 62 045'S by 15 October (fig 5). Average
and nedian values indicate the pack edge receded southward along each
longitude at a fairly uniform rate. By 15 December, the edge had receded
approximately to 661S (fig 7);by 15 January, it was located at approxi-
mately 67045'S (fig 8). Average and redian positions of the pack edges
bent slightly southward between 1760E and 1800. This trend increased
slightly at successive half-nuthly intervals indicating that usually a
more southern latitude can be reached at any time along 1800 than along
longitudes to the west. However, the location of the inner or southern
pack edge and pack concentration analyses should be consulted to determine
the most ice free route to the Ross Ice Shelf.

Figures 5 through 8 indicate that the largest latitudinal
range variability in north pack edge location was approximately four
degrees of latitude in mid-Decenber. The occurrence of largest ranges
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during this period, except along 1700E, may be related to a greater density
of observations. The maxixmum range along 170 0E was observed during late
October and early November and also seemed to be related to a data maxuizn.
Latitude ranges should not be taken as the absolute limits of all sea ice
since isolated floes of considerable size may drift north of the pack edge.
For examp~le, on 6 December 1961 the USS ATKA reported a giant floe at
63-19-S, 177-09'E, which was approximtely 100 nn'i (185 kmn) north of the
pack edge.

Average and median locations usually were separated by
15 nini (28 kan) or less. The largest separation of 20 rimi (37 kmn) occurred
on 1 Decembier along 1740E, 1760E, and 178 0E and can be attributed to
location of the pack edge exceptionally far south during EF 69. A comparison
of the paired average and mredian latitudes shows larger southward than
northward anomnalies of the pack edge position. Almost twice as many cases
of mrore southern average latitudes than median latitudes were observed.
Therefore, the ice forecaster should be aware that accelerated southward
retreat of the north pack edge occurs more often than retarded recess ion
of the edge. Furthermore, interpolated ice edges always progress southward.
Therefore, a more southern latitude always should be given in a 15-day
ice forecast even though the edge may drift northward over shorter time
intervals.

c. Recession During Individual Seasons

Mean positions of the north pack edge indicate the
overall pack recession computed over many years. However, recessions of
the edge over mronthly intervals during individual resupply seasons probably
are more useful as backgroun±d information to the forecaster for preparing
30-day ice forecasts. These data may be used independently when estimates
of environmental trends are not available in preparing the forecast.

A preliminary analysis of the normal (median) locations of
the edge on 15 November and 15 Dece-nber shows that similar anomalous
positions of the edge occurred along 1740E, 1760E, 1780E, and 1800 during
any particular year. Inclusion of data from all longitudes for one year
therefore would result in duplicate rather than additional independent data.
Accordingly, the ice edge along only one longitude for each resupply season
and 30-day period was used in the analysis of monthly edge recession.
Four overlapping 30-day periods were used: 1 November to 1 December;
15 Novemrber to 15 Decmber; 1 December to 1 January; and 15 December to
15 January. A total of 31 observations (7 to 9 observations per period)
was compiled from the interpolated positions used to calculate mean positions
of the edge; 26 were along 176 0E. Data along 1761E were selected for study
over other observations because initial penetration and transit of the pack
is usually along that meridian. The following sumrmary may be used if a
backlog of annual ice observations is not at hand.

The grouped data indicate all north pack edges 40 nm-i (74 kmn)
or more south of normal (8 observations) at the beginning of the 30-day
period or on "forecast day" were south of normal one monath later. Three
observations 90 nini (167 kmn) or more south of normal were equally or slightly
more south of normal (by 15 to 30 rni) (28 to 56 kmn) whereas five locations
of the edge 40 to 60 nmni (74 to 111 kin) south of normal had retarded



recession but the edges remained south of normal.

Ten edges located from 5 to 40 nmi (9 to 74 kn) south of
normal on forecast day receded to the range from 30 nmi (56 kn) south of
normal to 20 nmi (37 kin) north of normal 30 days later. A larger number
of observations of edge recession closer to normal than farther from
normal was observed. The largest change from the normal recession rate
occurred when the edge 25 nmi (46 km) south of normal became 15 nmi (28 km)
north of normal 30 days later.

All positions of the edge fra normal to north of normal
on forecast day remained normal or north of normal 30 days later. Nine
edges located at normal to 30 nni (56 km) north of normal on forecast
day were related to retarded pack edge recession; that is, more occurrences
of the edge becoming farther north than closer to normal 30 days later
were observed. The largest departure from a normal rate of edge recession
occurred when the edge 5 nii (9 kin) north of normal became 55 nrri (100 kin)
north of normal 30 days later.

Locations of the edge greater than 30 nmi (56 kin) north of
normal on forecast day (4 observations) were related to accelerated pack
edge recession; that is, more occurrences of edge recession closer to
nonal than farther north of normal 30 days later were observed. The
largest departure from a normal rate of edge recession occurred in two
cases when the edge 85 and 65 nni (157 and 120 km) north of normal, 30 days
later, became 20 ni (37 km) and 0 nmi north of normal, respectively.

d. Seasonal Recession Rate

A seasonal position of the edge, whid indicates its
overall southward recession rate is given in figure 9. An overall median
latitude for each period was calculated from the six median values from
170 0E to 1800. Median values probably are better indicators of central
tendency than average values because they are less dependent on a single
observation. The seasonal linear recession rate was approximately
3 1/3 nmi/day (6.2 km/day) from 15 October to 15 January.

2. South Pack Edge

The same data sources and analysis technique used to calculate
mean positions of the northern pack edge were used to calculate positions
of the inner or southern pack edge in the western Ross Sea at half-
monthly intervals from 15 Novenber to 15 January. A composite of average
and median values is given in figure 10. Average and median values, latitude
ranges, and frequency of data are also given separately for ead period
in figures 11 through 13.

a. Semi-Monthly Positions and Ranges

Sparse data indicate that pack ice (gray and gray-white)
probably lies adjacent to the Ross Ice Shelf on 1 November. By 15 November,
the pack westward of 174*E remained generally against the shelf but east of
174*E a large ice free area had formed north of the shelf. The ice-free
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area expanded northward most rapidly during the latter half of November;
the edge extended to approximately 73015 'S by 1 December. Recession of
the pack farther northward then slowed to a fairly steady rate, the edge
reaching approximately 70 0 S by 15 January.

Average and median locations indicate the south pack
edge was located farthest north along 1780 E by 15 November, 1760E in
December, and 174°E during early January. Southward trend of edges along
1700 E and 172*E resulted from the renant pack adjacent to Victoria Land.
Similarly, more southern positions calculated along 1800 resulted from
the general southeastward oriented southern pack edge in the central portion
of the Ross Sea.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 indicate that the largest latitudinal
range (greatest locational variability) of the southern pack edge occurs from
the latter half of December to the first part of January. This feature is
similar to observations of the north pack edge and may be related to a
greater density of data during the sane period. The largest range, almost
seven degrees of latitude, occurred during early January along 170*E.
This extreme range can be related to the north-south oriented pack edge along
the Victoria Land coast which receded west of 1700E during this period.

Average and median locations were usually close to each other.
However, the largest difference occurred in mid-November along 172°E and
174*E, where average positions were skewed toward northern latitudes owing
to a very rapid northiward novement of the south pack edge during DF II.
During the other three years when observaticns were made, the pack remained
adjacent to the Ross Ice Shelf. Similarly, the average location along 180°
on 15 January was skewed to the south owing to retarded recession of the
edge during DF 60; more northerly positions were observed during the other
two years. A cxmpariscn of the paired median and average positions indicates
to the ice forecaster that accelerated and retarded recession from the
seasonal recession rate has an almost equal chance of occurrence.

Few observations of a net southward movement of the south
pack edge over a 15-day period in DF I through DF 71 were observed. One
notable southward movement occurred during early January 1968 (DF 68) when
heavy pack ice between 69°S and 721S drifted westward across the tracks
used by ships in transit between McMurdo Station and New Zealand ports.
The westward edge of this pack, which drifted from the central part of the
Ross Sea, was observed by aerial reconnaissance as extending generally
from 690S 1740E to 720S 1750E. The USNS ELTANIN reported a very heavy
buildup of floes up to 20 ft (6 m) thick along the southern portion of the
pack edge and the USOGC WESIWIND reported very heavy east-west belts of ice
cakes 10 to 15 ft ( 3 to 5 m) thick with 5 to 6 ft (1.5 to 1.8 m) of snow
cover over portions of the northern sector. This mass of ice threatened to
cut off acess to the ice-free area north of Ross Ice Shelf by a continued
westward drift against the ooast south of Cape Adare. Fortunately that did
not occur; however, the ice forecaster should be aware of such ice masses
and their potential for interference or blockage of shipping.
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b. Recession During Individual Seasons

monthly data an recession of the south pack edge during
individual resupply seasons, like data on the north pack edge recession, probably
are more useful as background information than rean ice edge data for preparing
30-day ice estimates. Data selection was similar to procedures used to study
the north pack edge exmpt that only three overlapping 30-day periods were avail-
able for analysis; 15 Noven-ber to 15 Deoerber, 1 Decenber to 1 January, and
15 Dcenber to 15 January.

A total of 14 paired observations were corpiled (4 or 5
observations per period) of which 10 were along 176°E. Five cbservations of
the south pack edge were 60 to 130 nmi (111 to 241 kin) south of normal at
the beginning of the 30-day period or on "forecast day." Three observations
over this range indicated that the edge receded northward slightly faster
than normal, as indicated by 30 nmi (56 km) smaller ancnalies 30 days later.

Two observations indicated pack edge recession of from 90 to 110 nmi (167
and 204 km) south of the normal position on forecast day to 15 and 170 nni
(28 and 315 km) north of normal respectively 30 days later. The recession
rate in the latter case is 280 nmi (519 km) greater than the normal recession
of 125 nmi (231 kin). Therefore the ice forecaster should be aware that
very rapid northward advection of the south pack edge may follow a much
farther than normal southward position of the edge.

Six observations of the pack edge were within 20 nmi (37 km)
of the normal position at the beginning of the 30-day period. Four obser-
vations showed the pack edge still within 20 nni (37 km) of the normal
position 30 days later. The other two locations were 90 and 145 nmi (167 and
269 km) south of normal at the end of 30 days on 15 Decenber along 174'E and
were related to retarded northward pack recession from the 1oss Ice Shelf.

Three observations of the pack edge 80 to 150 nmi (148 to
278 km) north of normal at the start of the 30-day period (one observation
from each 30-day period), were related to various locations of the pack edge
30 days later. The edge with the most anomalous position receded northward
slightly faster than normal, resulting in a 170 nii (315 km) ancvaly. The
pack in the other two cases receded northward more slowly than normal. The
edge with the 80 nmi (148 km) anomalous position receded to 45 nmi north of
normal whereas the remaining edge, 115 nmi (213 km) north of normal, receded
to 20 nini (37 km) south of the normal edge position 30 days later.

c. Seasonal Recession Rate

A seasonal position of the edge and indication of its
overall rate of northward recession are given in figure 14. An overall
median latitude for each period was calculated by grouping the four median
values found from 1740E through 1800. Values along 1700 E and 172*E were
not included in the ccmputations because they were representative of pack
along Victoria Land and not of the northward recession of the pack in the
western Ioss Sea.

The overall recession rate during the latter half of Novenber
was approximately 12 nmi/day (22 km/day). From 1 Decenber to 15 January the
data indicate an overall rate decrease to a little more than 4 nmi/day (7.4
km/day).
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much higher recession rates, however, have been observed in
specific resupply seasons. During DF 70 the south pack edge was observed
at approximately 740S 1760E cn 9 December and at 71*S 176*E on 17 December.
Therefore, the recessicn rate between observations was 22.5 nmi/day (41.7
km/day). However, the intense Ross Sea storm which caused this movement occurred
over a 3-day period. The average recession during those 3 days would be approx-
imately 53 nmi/day (98 kin/day) assuming the seasonal rate of 4 nmi/day (7.4 km/
day) on the remaining 5 days. Strong southerly winds over the southwestern Ross
Sea nearly always occur when a deep surface storm center is located in the south-
ern Ross Sea midway between McMurdo Sound and the Bay of Wales. Surface winds
accarpanying these storm have speeds in the 100 kn (185 km/hr) range with gusts
of 20 to 40 kn (37 to 74 km/hr) and normally last from 1 to 3 days. These storms
produce the greatest northward recession of the south pack edge. The state of
deterioration of the pack probably is another factor, as well as wind stress,
which can affect rates of pack recession on a day-to-day basis.

3. Final Pack Disintegration

Figures 8 and 13 indicate that by 15 January the remaining pack ice
across the northwestern Ross Sea (1720 E to 178 0E) generally was located
between 68*S and 700S. Sparse observations suggest that most of the pack in
this region disintegrated during the latter half of January. Extrapolation of
the overall recession rates of the north and south pack edges indicate that
by 1 February remnant pack, if still present, would be located in the vicinity
of 69 0S. It is possible, however, for remnant belts and patches of pack ice
to drift large distances and take considerably longer to disintegrate especially
during severe ice years. For example, during DF ., narrow bands of pack ice
up to 1 ft (0.3 m) thick were observed from 64*45'S to 65*45'S along 177*E
by the USS GLACIER on 27 February 1956.

Pack ice usually is kept against Victoria Land by dominant winds
and the irregular coastline. Probably as a result of wave action, ice floes
along the edge are usually in a compact band and well broken into brash and
small ice cakes. Big and vast floes are usually found in shoreward areas
as a result of the breakup of fast ice. Sparse observations indicate that
the pack gradually narrows and that by 1 March most of it has disintegrated.

4. Ice Concentration and Large Floe Size

a. Introduction

mean percentages of ice cover (or concentration) and large
floe size were computed for the western Ross Sea from 62'S to 770S between
160 0E and 1750 W and are presented in Appendix C. (bncentration and floe-size
data were analyzed for each one-degree square during each half-monthly (15-day)
period by considering data covering the four one-half degree quadrangles
surrounding the intersection of each integer latitude and longitude. Aerial
reconnaissance conducted from DF 62 (1961-62) through DF 69 (1968-69) was the
primary source of data for both studies. Icebreaker reports, mostly in the
northern portion of the study area, also were used. In addition, satellite
data supplemented aircraft and icebreaker observations, but only to
determine ice concentrations because floe sizes presently cannot be deter-
mined fran satellite data. Thermal expansion and contraction as well as
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collisions and pressure between floes are thought to be the major factors
associated with the breakup of pack into smaller floes. Collisicns caused
by wave action result in increased breakup of floes along pack edges.

The concentration and floe-size darts give a better idea
of the severity of ice conditions when used together than if concentration
darts were used alone. For exanple, some areas containing seven or
eight oktas ice concentration may contain only a small percentaqe of large
floes, whereas saw areas of lesser concentrations nay contain mostly big
floes or larger. Utilization of both charts for each period should
provide a better understanding of the breakup of ice in the western Ross Sea.
Tnerefore, ice concentration and large-floe percentage darts were grouped
by successive 15-day periods to facilitate use by the ice forecaster.

b. Procedures

Available ice oncentraticn data in oktas (eighths of
surface area covered) were tabulated for each one-degree square by half-
mcnthly periods from 1 October to 31 January. ien several observations
were available for a 15-day period in a particular year, the greatest
weight was given to the concentration observed during the middle portion
of the period for that particular cne-degree square. Concentration data
representative of each cne-degree square and DEEP FREEZE season were then
averaged and the resultant values were plotted and analysed. Figures
C-1, C-3, C-5, C-7, C-9, C-1l, C-13, and C-15 give these analyses for
successive half-monthly periods. Numerals within each area represent
the concentration in oktas of surface area covered. A concentration value
of 9 represents an area of fast ice or an area of eight oktas of ice with
no openings. A value of 8 denotes an area with eight oktas concentration
with openings.

Data on the amount of big, vast, and giant floes O500 m or
1640 ft in extent) which collectively are called large floes in this study
were tabulated for each one-degree square and half-mnnthly period cumrencing
1 October and ending 15 January. The 16 to 31 January chart was amitted
cuing to data insufficiency. A weighting factor for determining the
representative percentage of large floes similar to the procedure for
finding representative concentration values was employed. Representative
percentages of big floes or greater for each one-degree square and DEEP
FREEZE season were then averaged and the resultant values were plotted and
analyzed for each 15-day period. It should be noted that the values
plotted are percentages of the one-degree square covered with large floes
as opposed to the ratio of large floes to the total amount of ice present.
For example, if six oktas of ice were present and four oktas were large
floes, 50 percent of the square would be covered with large floes and
that is the statistic that was analyzed. Lines of equal large floe-size
coverage, usually in 10% increments for each 15-day period, are given in
figures C-2, C-4, C-6, C-8, C-10, C-12, and C-14.

c. Ctnoentratian Analysis

Half-monthly analyses from October through November indicate
a slow decrease in pack concentrations; a rapid decrease oommences 1 to
15 Decerber.
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During October (fig C-i and C-3), little change is
apparent from mostly 7 to 8 okta concentrations that occur in the
shipping lanes between approximately 67'S and McMurdo Sound. Scue small
6 akta areas develop temporarily, however, during late October to the
east of Cape Hallett. Very open and open pack from 2 to 3 degrees of
latitude wide lie to the north of the 7 to 8 okta pack. During November
(fig C-5 and C-7) the modal concentraticn in the approaches to McMurdo
Sound decreases slightly to 7 oktas, but significant areas of 4 to 6
okta concentrations form north of the Ross Ice Shelf during the latter
half of the month.

A rapid decrease in pack concentration begins during
1 to 15 December (fig C-9) in the area north of the Ross Ice Shelf;
however, 7 oktas of pack remain across the shipping lanes generally from

68 0 30'S to 70 030'S. A ship steaming along 176*E during 16 to 31 December
(fig C-11) generally will encounter an overall maximum pack concentration
of 4 oktas over approximately 1 to 2 degrees of latitude about 69*S.
However, sce 6 and 7 okta pack probably would have to be transited south
of Franklin Island (760051S, ib8015'E) before reaching lighter concentrations
which extend northward from McMurdo Sound.

During 1 to 15 January (fig C-13), the pack band
extending across the northwest approaches to the Foss Sea narrows aonsider-
ably, but 4 okta concentrations probably still will be encountered over
small areas before reaching ice-free water north of the Poss Ice Shelf.
The northwest entrance to the Ross Sea becomes ice free during 16 to 31
January (fig C-15). However, 4 to 6 okta concentrations remain to the
south and west of Franklin Island the entire month. The apparent increase
in pack concentrations in the approaches to McMurdo Sound during January
may be attributed to cnpression of the pack due to westerly currents in
combination with increased dislodgment of fast ice from Mdurdo Sound.

d. Floe-Size Analysis

During October (fig C-2 and C-4) high percentages (60% to
100%) of large floes occur in the northwestern approaches to the Poss Sea
and in the southwestern Foss Sea where 8 okta concentraticns are prevalant.
However, a mimimum area (30% to 50%) of large floe sizes off Victoria Land
north of 740S is significant since- pack concentrations are 6 to 7 oktas.
This zone of low percentages of large floes and high pack concentrations
may occur in conjunction with accelerated grcwth of ice adjacent to the
coast. Breakup of relatively thin sea ice under pressure in a broad zone
along the outer edge of the thick coastal ice may account for this minimum
frequency area. The relatively thin sea ice may originate in the southern
Ross Sea and advect with a conponent against the thick coastal ice by pre-
vailing currents and drift to the left of mean surface winds.

During 1 to 15 November (fig C-6) this low percentage
area of large floes (along 174*E) extends northward to 68°S; maximum
percentages occur generally along a line from 690S, 1800 to 750S, 170'E
and a zone of minimum percentages is located generally along 1800 to
the south of 71°S. During 16 to 30 Noverber (fig C-8), these three zones
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appear to move i to 4 degrees of longitude westward with little decrease
in percentage values.

A significant decrease of large floes occurs during
1 to 15 December (fig C-10). The decrease in percent of large floes
south of approximately 720 S and east of 173 0E is related to the rapid
decrease in ccncentration in that sector. Between 172'E and 1800 from
68030'S to 72'S, however, large floe sizes occupy generally less than
30% of the surface although the pack concentration is 6 to 7 oktas. Con-
tinued rapid decreases of large floe percentages occur during 16 to 31
December (fig C-12) and 1 to 15 January (fig C-14) when few large floes
are present east of 173 0 E.

e. Reliability of Analyses

Data from eight DEP FREEZE seasons were used to determine
mean ice concentrations and the distribution of large floe sizes over
the western Ross Sea. However, data were not available for each one-degree
square during each 15-day period. Therefore, the number of years of data
that were used to compute the mean conditions were tabulated in order to
indicate a degree of reliability to the analyses. Usually, no analysis
was made without data. However, some areas were assured to be ice free
without data if the area was a considerable distance from any ice and there
was no question that the area was ice-free before and after the period
under study. This occurred in some one-degree quadrangles north of the
north pack edge late in the season that were ice free earlier in the
austral sumer.

Areal distributions of the number of years of data used
to prepare mean ice concentrations and large floe-size percentages were
similar for analyses covering the same half-monthly period. During all
periods except those in January, tie most data were taken generally between
169'E and 174°E southward to 72'S and thence in a broad zone toward McMurdo
Sound because most logistics/ice Wbseration flights were conducted in
that corridor. Excellent data reliability (7 or 8 years of data) occurred
generally within a sector of that corridor from Cape Adare to Mc4urdo
Sound approximately 50 to 100 nmi (93 to 185 kin) wide during the latter
half of October through November. Fair (3 or 4 years of data) and good
(5 or 6 years of data) reliability extended northward over the corridor of
maximum data and eastward of the excellent data sector to 1800. In other
areas, the reliability of ice analyses generally was poor (1 or 2 years of
data). During 1 to 15 October data reliability was generally good in the
Cape Adare-McMurdo Sound sector; fair and poor in other regions.

During 1 to 15 December the northern extent of the area of
excellent data reliability receded southward to 730S; further recession to
76'30'S occurred during 16 to 31 December. During both periods data
reliability was good over most of the remainder of the analysis area south
of Cape Adare; fair and poor to the north. During January, good data
reliability occurred over the entire analysis area south of approximately
71'S, whereas fair and poor reliability occurred northward.
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5. Ice Thickness

Sea ice thicknesses, reported principally by icebreakers on
north-south transits through the western Rbss Sea, had a wide range of
values. However, data indicate that the thickest drift ice enountered
during the resupply season generally was found at locations between
approximately 67*30'S and 72*30'S. As the austral summer progressed,
ice thickness diminished, and the zone of maximum thickness narrowed and
reached a central latitude of approximately 69*S. Most pack ice in the
western Ibss Sea is thin, iredium, or thick first-year ice; that is, one
winter's growth.

Accumulations of hummocky multi-year floes 8 to 12 ft (2.4 to
3.7 m) thick or more, which probably drift from the eastern Foss Sea, may be
encountered in a zone eastward of a boundary generally extending from 67'30'S,
1780E to 72030'S,1780E to 75*S,175*W; they probably can be found in this part
of the western Bss Sea at almost anytime during the resupply season. Cn
occasion, they also may be found in other sectors of the western kBss Sea or
its approaches. Since they are thought to originate in the sector east of
Cape Colbeck, the amount of multi-year floes present in the western oss Sea
during the austral summer probably is related to the availability of these
floes and mean drift patterns and not directly to the severity of winter
temperatures over the Foss Sea. Therefore, multi-year floes may be present
or absent in the western Ross Sea during otherwise light or severe ice
resupply seasons.

a. Western lbss Sea

Based on sparse icebreaker observations, first-year ice in the
western Foss Sea and its approaches is estimated to have the following thick-
nesses at mid-mnrths or periods. The ranges of ice thicknesses given probably
will include most thicknesses encountered over the broad latitude zones given;
however, some thicker or thinner ice may be encountered at specific locations
within the zcnes.

November

Average conditions: 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to 0.9 m) from the northern
pack edge* to the maximum thickness zone at approximately 67'30'S; 2 to 4 ft
(0.6 to 1.2 W) with pressure ridges to 5 ft (1.5 m) in the maximum zone
from 67030'S to 72"30'S; 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 m) with pressure ridges to
4 ft (1.2 m) south of 72830'S to the eastern approaches to McMurdo Sound.

Severe onditions: 3 to 5 ft (0.9 to 1.5 m) with pressure
ridges to 8 ft (2.4 m) from approximately 660S to 72°30'S; 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to
0.9 m) northward to the pack edge and 2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) with pressure
ridges to 6 ft (1.8 m) southward to the eastern approaches to Mcurdo Sound.

Light conditions: 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 m) with pressure
ridges to 4 ft (1.2 m) over most of the maximum thickness zone from

*See section II, para. F.1 and F.2
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67130'S to 72°30'S; 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m) north of 67030'S to the
pack edge and 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 M) with a few pressure ridges to
4 ft (1.2 m) south of 72°301S to the south pack edge.

December

Average ccnditicns: 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m) with some
floes to 3 ft (0.9 m) fran the north pack edge to 680S; 2 to 3 ft (0.6
to 0.9 m) with pressure ridges to 4 ft (1.2 m) fram approximately 680S
to 71030'S; 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to 0.9 m) fran 71030'S to the south pack edge.

Severe ocnditions: 2 to 5 ft (0.6 to 1.5 m) with pressure
ridges to 6 ft (1.8 n) fran 670S to 71 030'S; 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to 0.9 m)from 67*S to the north pack edge; 1 to 4 ft (0.3 to 1.2 m) fran 71*30'S

to the south pack edge.

Light ccnditions: 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 n) with a few
pressure ridges to 4 ft (1.2 m) fron approximately 680S to 71S;.l to 2 ft
('0.3 to 0.6 m) from 680S to the north pack edge; 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to 0.9 m)
from 710S to the south pack edge.

1 to 15 January

Average cnditicns: 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 n) over the
maximm thickness zcne fron 680S to 700S, floes 1 ft (0.3 m) thick or less
generally extend 30 nmi (56 km) north and south of the maximnu zcne.

Severe conditicns: 2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) with many floes
up to 6 ft (1.8 m) thick from 68 0 S to 700S, floes 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m)
thick generally extend fran 30 to 60 nmi (56 to 111 km) north and south of
the maximun zcne.

Light canditions: 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to 0.9 m) over the maxiumn
thickness zone fran 68 0S to 69°30'S, essentially ie-free oonditions to
the north and south of the maximum zne.

16 to 31 January

Most of the remaining first-year floes in the western approaches
to the Rbss Sea finally melt during this period. Probably owinq to the
rapid disintegration of ice less than 1 ft (0.3 m) thick, floes that remain
in the sector generally fram 68030'S to 69*30'S at mid-January are 2 to 3 ft
(0.6 to 0.9 m) thick with some floes as much as 6 ft (1.8 m) thick. By 31
January essentially ice-free conditions prevail along soae longitudes in the
sector from 1700E to 1800 but saoe isolated first-year floes 3 to 4 ft
(0.9 to 1.2 m) thick and multi-year floes up to 8 ft (2.4 m) thick or more
probably remain but are not observed because they are widely dispersed.

Severe ice conditicns for 16 to 31 January are thought to be
simmilar to average oznditicns for 1 to 15 January. Light ioe cnditions
for 16 to 31 January are thought to be essentially ice free and probably
'men ce at mid-January.
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b. Approaches to 1curdo Sound

During the austral winter, drift ice accumulation along
Victoria Land varies from year-to-year. During Novenber, the outer
edge of this mass of first-year ice extends generally northward fran the
eastern extremity of Ross Island. The edge drifts westward and ice
thicknesses decrease during the austral summer, but these ice features
depend on the severity of the ice year. Based on sparse icebreaker
reports, this mass of first-year ie is estimated to have the following
thicknesses and outer edge positions at mid-months in the east and
northeast approaches to McMurdo Sound.

15 Noveber

Average conditions: 3 to 5 ft (0.9 to 1.5 m) pack with same
floes and pressure ridges up to 7 ft (2.1 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 172*E where young ioe is encountered north of the Ross
Ice Shelf.

Severe conditions: 3 to 6 ft (0.9 to 1.8 N) pack with some
floes and pressure ridges up to 10 ft (3 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 172*E, and fast ice covers the area fran Beaufort Island
to the shelf ice in the southern end of McMurdo Sound.

Light conditions: 3 to 4 ft (0.9 to 1.2 m) pack with same
floes and pressure ridges up to 6 ft (1.8 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 169'E.

15 Decenber

Average conditions: 2 to 5 ft (0.6 to 1.5 N) pack with
some floes and pressure ridges up to 6 ft (1.8 m) thick extends eastward
approximately to 169 0E.

Severe conditions: 3 to 5 ft (0.9 to 1.5 m) pack with some
floes and pressure ridges up to 8 ft (2.4 n) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 170 0E, and fast ice covers the area fron Beaufort Island
to the shelf ice in the end of McMurdo Sound.

Light conditions: 2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) pack with same
floes and pressure ridges up to 5 ft (1.5 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 168°E.

15 January

Average conditions: 2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) pack with same
floes and pressure ridges up to 5 ft (1.5 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 168*E.

Severe conditicns: 3 to 5 ft (0.9 to 1.5 m) pack with soe
floes and pre-sure ridges up to 6 ft (1.8 m) thick, extends eastward
approximately to 169°E.
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Light conditions: 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 m) pack with same
floes and pressure ridges up to 4 ft (1.2 m) thick, edge in the vicinity
of Beaufort Island.

Near the end of January or during early February of light
years, open water passages form between the southern Ross Sea and ?Murdo
Sound. During average or severe ioe seasons, however, same first-year floes
estimated up to 3 ft (0.9 m) thick probably remain in the eastern approaces
to Mcturdo Sound until freezeup.

G. Fast Ice in MON4m-do Sound

1. Extent

Extent of fast ice often is related to geographical features;
therefore, a place name chart for l4,iurdo Sound is given in figure 15. The
extent of fast ice in the approaches to Hut Point during each season from DF I
through DF 71 are presented on figures 16, 17, and 18. Cbservations were
taken frmn ioebreaker post-operational reports and from aerial reconnaissance
and shipboard data contained in Cperaticn DEP FTEEZE reports prepared by the
Naval Oceanographic Office. Aerial photographs of fast-ioe breakout, made
by the U.S. Geological Survey, were used as well as observations made by
Heine (1963).

The extent of fast ie was determined along a line fron the south-
ernmost latitude of the fast ice edge observed between 165015'E and 165045'E
thence due south to a true bearing of 1420 extending to Hut Point. This line
coincides with the track taken by icebreakers in recent years in breaking
a channel to Hut Point. After a channel was started, ice forming the outer
eastern side of the channel often dislodged sooner than the ice forming the
western side of the dannel. Mien this occurred, the fast ice width was deter-
mined by the location of the outer eastern (shorter) side of the channel.

Fast ie widths were determined to the nearest nautical mile unless
specific data permitted a determination to the nearest one-half mile. Cbserva-
tions plotted against time, were connected by straight lines. Ideally, a tine-
plot of the decrease of fast ie should be formed by only horizontal and vertical
lines which may range down to very small increments. Sloping lines were usually
drawn since observations of the fast ice usually were made less frequently than
the occurrence of fast-ie dislodgments.

a. Individual DEEP FTEEZE (DF) Seasons

Figures 16, 17, and 18 indicate that generally small dislodgments
of fast ice of approximately 1 to 3 nmni (1.9 to 5.6 kin) occurred from mid-October
to early December, but may have occurred as late as late Decenber. However,
notable exoeptions were observed during DF 61 and DF 68. Dislodgment of these
small fast-ice sections may have been assisted by or completely the result of
ioebreaker operations. More frequent or larger breakouts, or both, generally
occurred after early Decenber. Accelerated fast-ie dislodgment occurred during
many years fram mid-Deember to mid-January. During this period, the slopes of
many lines indicate an averag decrease of approximately 1 nmi (1.9 kn) of fast
ice every 3 days.
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The maximum extent of fast ice that was observed was
62 nmi (115 ki) on 6 November 1962. Fast ice approximately 45 nini (83 km)
wide was observed during DF I, DF 61, and DF 69 while lesser amounts
were observed during other DF seasons. Minimum amounts of fast ice were
observed during periods in DF's II, 65, 67, and 68. During DF 68, a 14 nini
(26 km) section of fast ice was dislodged in late October but reattached a
few days later. An additional large fast-ice dislodgment of 10 nmi (19 km)
occurred on 8 Deceber 1967 leaving only 5 nii (9 km) of fast ice to the
north of Hut Point.

The largest single observed dislodgment occurred on Christmas
Day 1962 when the USCGC EASIWIND reported a breakout of 15 nmi (28 kn) of
channel. Larger fast-ice dislodgments may have occurred; for example,
19 nmi (35 km) of fast ice was dislodged between 14 and 24 October 1960.
However, it is not known whether this dislodgment represents a single
breakout or an accumulation of several smaller breakouts. In contrast
to the largest breakout, the longest period of observed stable fast ice
conditions occurred from 5 October to 24 November 1965 when the fast-ice
edge was observed 26 nmni (48 km) north of Hut Point on 9 separate occasions.

During all years except DF I, the fast-ice edge receded to
at least Hut Point. The latest data observed during each season indicate
that fast ice broke out to the Ross Ice Shelf during approximately 8 of
the 16 DEEP FREEZE seasons from DF I through DF 71. Some shelf ice also was
dislodged in a number of years; therefore, the location of shelf ice
varied from approximately 2.5 to 3 nmni (4.6 to 5.6 km) south of Hut Point.
The largest remnant of fast ice occurred at the end of DF I when the edge
was located 4 nmi (7.4 km) to the north of Hut Point.

b. Average, Median, and Extreme Values

Fast-ice widths on the 1st and 15th of each month from
15 October through 1 March were obtained from individual observations made
during each DEEP FREEZE season (fig 16, 17, and 18). Values were interpolated
between observaticns only when the ist and 15th fell 10 days or less fran an
observation. An exception was made on 15 November 1956 because the extent
of fast ice observed on 28 October and 2 Decem-ber was almost identical.
Extrapolation of data at the beginning and end of observations for each
JEEP FREEZE season was limited to 6 days and 2 days, respectively.

Average, median, maximum, and minimum extents of fast ice
at the beginning and at mid-mnrths were calculated. Values are indicated
in figure 19 with the number of years of data used in the calculations.
Geographical features locate where fast-ice edges occur. Distances between
these features and Hut Point were measured along the channel track. Fast
ice widths for 1 February for DF's 70 and 71 were not used in the calcula-
ticns because values were artifically small owing to icebreaker dislodgment
of fast ice south of Erebus Ice Tongue.

The average extent of fast ice was almost always greater
than median values owing to more years with an unusually large extent rather
than to small areas of fast ice. Some indication of the latter shown in
figure 19 by the larger area between the median and maximum lines than
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between the median and minimum lines.

The mdian location of the fast-ice edge from mid-October
to mid-Novenber was adjacent to Cape Royds. Increased dislodgment of
fast ice caused the edge to recede to the vicinity of Cape Barnes by
1 January and to Cape Evans by 15 January. The most rapid outflow of fast
ice occurred fran 15 January to 1 February during which the edge receded
to 4 nmi (7.4 km) to the north of Hut Point. By 15 February virtually
all fast ice forming the eastern side of the channel was dislodged from
the coast north of Hut Point and by 1 March was located approximately
1 nmi (1.9 kin north of the Ross Ice Shelf.

2. Typical Fast Ice Dislodgment

When the fast-ice edge is located 5 to 10 nmi (9 to 19 km)
west of Cape Royds during October and Novexrber, fast ice 1 to 2 nmi (1.9 to
3.7 kn) wide often extends into Wohlsdhlag Bay. The latter fast ice is
dislodged first, so that the fast-ice edge intersects the coast near Cape
Royds by late November. After the dannel is started, east to southeast
winds break off fast ice along the eastern side of the channel and
facilitate widening of the tidal crack along the coast fron Cape Royds to
Cape Evans. As a result, fast ice east of the channel and southward to
Cape Evans dislodges ahead of the fast ice forming the outer edge west
of the channel.

During DF 63, when the most extensive fast ice was observed,
Captain B. R. Henry of the USCGC EASWIND described this process. "During
late January and all of February when the channel had been widened to a
width of 200 to 300 yd (183 to 274 m) for a mile or two, light southerly
winds would clear it of brash. Following east winds then broke off the
adjacent ice east of the channel within a day or two. Within a few Pore
days, the corresponding part of the fast ice west of the channel broke off.
In this manner, the ice front was advanced southward."

Frozen or open cracks in the fast ice usu~lly are observed
between the Dellbridge Islands, as well as extending northwestward and
southwestward fran Erebus Ice Tongue. These cracks scretines occur in the
same location from year-to-year, as observed during DF III and DF IV by
Captain J. A. Houston of the USS GLACIER. As a result, the fast-ice
edge during late January usually breaks out to a line running fran Cape
Evans to Inaccessible Island, to Tent Island, and thence to the end of
Erebus Ice Tongue. In scme years these cracks were used by icebreakers to
dislodge considerable amunts of fast ice. Wnen the east side of the
channel recedes to Erebus Ice Tngue, owing to icebreaker operations, the
west side of the channel sometines extends as much as 10 to 12 nni (19 to
22 km) farther northwest (DF 70). During late January and all of February
the latter ice gradually is dislodged. It is thought that long period swell
entering McMurdo Sound, as well as wind action, are inportant factors for
breakup of the ice west of the channel and southward of Winter Quarters Bay
to the Ross Ice Shelf after the ice has become weakened by austral summer
insolation.

After the east side of the channel receded to Erebus Ice Tbngue,
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a secondary or inner channel eastward of the original channel sometimes was
broken due southward to Hut Point. The latter operation dislodged the last
remaining ice forming the east side of the channel and reduced the threat
of channel closure owing to natural fast-ice dislodgment. The last fast
ice to dislodge north of Hut Point occurs during late February or early
Mari, and probably comes from the inner area north and south of Erebus Ice
Tongue between Turks Head and Turtle Pock. It is probable that in same
years the latter ice remains to be frozen in by new ice.

By early March, at most only very narrow sections of fast ice
generally remained attached to the Ross Ice Shelf. One very small segment
of old sea ice that may remain, lies in the sector between Cape Armitage,
Pram Point, and the 1bss Ice Shelf. It is probable that any sea ice
which has not been dislodged by mid-March will remain owing to hardening
of the ice by rapidly decreasing temperatures.

3. Fast-Ice Thickness

Reports of fast-ice thickness in Md !rdo Sound given in
same of jhe icebreaker post-operational reports indicate that fast ice is
least thick at its northern edge and increases in thickness southward
scmewhat irregularly. Thicknesses at the edge enountered by icebreakers
at the start of channel cutting operations ranged from 2 to 5 ft (0.6 to
1.5 m); median and average thicknesses for 10 years of data were 3 to 4 ft
(0.9 to 1.2 i). hen the edge was encountered south of Cape ioyds fran
late October to late December, the average thickness was 3 ft (0.9 m). Ice
thicknesses at the edge generally were 4 to 5 ft (1.2 to 1.5 n) when the
fast ice was more extensive.

Thicknesses increased usually to 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) within
a few miles of the edge. During light ice years, such as DF's 60 and 68,
this thickness extended to Hut Point. Pst often, thicknesses increased to
6 to 7 ft (1.8 to 2.1 m) with occasional 8-ft (2.4-m) areas in the sector
from Hut Point and for approximately 10 nmi (19 km) northwest. One winter's
growth (first-year ice) of fast ice south of Hut Point usually grew 9 to
10 ft (2.7 to 3.0 m) thick.

During severe ice years, fast ice 8 ft (2.4 m) thick and greater
has extended far to the north of Hut Point. This occurred during DF I when
10-ft (3.0-m) fast ice was observed in the channel at 77*24'S or approx-
inately 32 nmi (59 kn) north of Hut Point; from 7- to 9-ft (2.1- to 2.7-n)
fast ice extended fram 77030'S to 770401S. Farther southward, fast ice 8
to 10 ft (2.4 to 3.0 m) thick with pressure ridges to 12 ft (3.7 m) was
encountered to 4 nmni (7.4 kn) northwest of Hut Point.

Probably the thickest fast ice ever cbserved in the channel
within 4 nmi (7.4 kn) of Hut Point was subsequently broken by icebreakers
during DF I. This ice probably had remained in place for two ice-growth
seasons (second-year ice), or possibly longer, and was mostly 10 ft (3.0 n)
thick, but in places reached 12 ft (3.7 m). Additionally, pressure ridges
within and along the northern boundary were as thick as 15 ft (4.6 n). Fast
ice up to 12 ft (3.7 m) thick with an additional layer of 3 to 4 ft (0.9
to 1.2 m) of compacted snow was observed in Winter Quarters Bay. West and
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south of Hut Point, average fast-ice thicknesses were, respectively, 9
to 11 and 11 to 13 ft (2.7 to 3.4 and 3.4 to 4.0 m). During DF 63, when
the most extensive fast ice was observed, ice up to 9 1/2 ft (2.9 m)
thick was encountered in breaking the channel. The thickest fast ice
reported during any DEEP FREEZE season was 21 ft (6.4 m) observed
adjacent to Williams Field during DF 62. During DF IV, pressure ridges
20 ft (6.1 Nm thick off Marble Point were reported by the USS GLACIER.

Icebreakers frequently have reported zones of ice thicker and
thinner than surrounding ice during channel breaking operations. The
thicker zones may form during the early ice growth months in McMurdo
Sound owing to remnant first-year and second-year floes being frozen in
rapidly growing new ice. Prevailing south winds may dislodge such floes
from the southern end of the sound. The thinner ice zones may result
from small northward displacements of fast ice, limited by coastal block-
age, well into the ice growth season. The thickness attained by new ice
formed in the openings would be related to the time of displacement
during the ice growth season.

III. FORCASTING TECHNIQUES

Fbrecasts of the distribution of sea ice for summer resupply operations
are made for several durations. For long-range periods, the forecaster
should consider large-scale environmental factors such as mean wind
velocities, storm tracks, and mean monthly air temperatures since they
affect the overall disintegration and drift of the pack. long-range
forecasts of environmental conditions, however, generally are not avail-
able for Antarctic waters. Therefore, preparation of long-range ice
forecasts for 30-days and longer rely to a large measure on an analog
forecasting technique relating environmental and subsequent ice data
observed during prior years to the present environmental conditions. For
short-range ice forecasts, generally of 24 to 48 hours duration, the speed
and direction of surface winds and currents are most often of primary
importance. Short-range forecasts of the surface wind velocity over small
or large areas required to prepare short-range ice forecasts are available
on a routine basis. Current data input to short-range forecasts are taken
from atlas presentations (fig 3).

This section describes the procedures and tedniques used in preparing
short-range ice forecasts and lng-range ice estimates in support of the
austral summer resupply operations. Information of a subjective nature
based on forecasting experience also will be included.

A. Short-Range Ice Forecasts

1. Ross Sea

The preparation of short-range ice forecasts requires knowledge
of the ice distribution at the beginning of the forecast period. Ice
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observations taken from reconnaissanoe and logistics aircraft over the
Ross Sea are available to the ice forecaster generally once or perhaps
twice a week. These observations include information on many of the ice
features pertinent to ship operations such as pack edges, ccentraticns,
concentration boundaries, stages of development, floe size, topography,
and lead width and orientation. These data, however, often are limited
by undercast conditions and may be taken far distant from the shipping
lanes. The quantity of pertinent aerial reconnaissance data therefore
usually are not sufficient for preparing short-range forecasts. Satellite
imagery provide the required additional ice data.

a. Satellite Ice Data

The large advantage of a satellite over an aircraft as
a platform for obtaining ioe data is its daily availability and broad
areal coverage over near and remote areas. Imagery taken in the visual
spectrum by scanning radiometer (SR) and very high resolution radiometer
(VHRR) sensors can be used for ice interpretation over the Ibss Sea from
the first half of October until the start of the austral winter at approxi-
mately mid-March. Interpreted ice data, however, generally are limited to
large ice features of sufficient distinctness to be detected such as pack
edges and concentrations. The distribution of medium (100 to 500 m or
328 to 1640 ft) and smaller floes, new ice, or the amount and height of
ridges are ioe features that cannot be detected by satellite at present.
SR and VHRR imagery in the infrared spectrum are available during the
entire year. Satellite imagery using an electronically scanning microwave
radiometer (ESMR) sensor provide data of low resolution on the location
of the ice edoe during the austral winter. Large amounts of ice data
therefore are available from satellite imaqery. The explicit data taken
from aircraft and ships during the austral sumrer serve as ground truth
for those ice features discernible concurrently by satellite.

The primary source of ice data available to the ice
forecaster is satellite imagery. A brief review of imagery interpretation
therefore is appropriate.

(1) Sea Ice Versus Clouds

Ice and clouds both have white images on SR and VHRR
satellite imagery and usually are distinguished by the rapid toveumt or
dissipation of clouds relative to the quasi-stationary location of ice
that is usually apparent on imagery from successive orbital passes. Another
distinguishing feature of ice is its irregular, and generally well defined
edge, in contrast to the relatively straight edge with gradual loss of
whiteness associated with cloud formations. Vast and giant floes or close
and very close belts of smaller floes within the pack also appear sharply
cornered with well defined edges. A gradual decrease from 8 okta ice
concentration to ice-free conditions along a straight or gradually curving
line presents an image similar to a cloud edge but persistence of the line
would identify it as an ice edge.
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(2) Pack Concentration

Eight dkta conontrations of first-year ioe more
than 30 an (1 ft) thick that generally occur in the western Foss Sea in
Octcber appear white on SR and VHRR satellite imagery, and decreased
ccnentrations that occur later in the ioe year appear as darker shades
of gray because of lower reflectivity fron the larger percentage of
exposed water surface. Whileness of the imagr.ry is related subjectively
to eight pack concentraticns whid axe given -sually in overlapping
3-ckta ranges. These ranges are: 0 to 2, 2 to 4, 3 to 5, 4 to 6, 5 to 7,
6 to 8, 7 to 8, and 8 oktas.

Pack concentrations less than approximately 2 dktas
presently are not discernible on SR and VHRR imagery because the ice
floes are widely separated and their dimensions generally are smaller than
the resolution of the satellite. A black image over a particular area
therefore indicates that as mud as 2 aktas of ioe may be present.
Historical ice data can indicate the probability of ioe in that area.
Feoent aerial reconnaissance or ship observations provide an increased
degree of reliability of the ice cnditions that are present. Boundaries
between two given pack ice concentrations in the rance from 2- to 8-oktas
appear as discontinuities between different shades of cgray.

The ice feature most readily identified by satellite
probably is an extensive fast ioe or shelf ice edge that lies adjaoent
to an ice free area. The resolutions of SR and VHRR imagery are 2 and 0.5
nmi (3.7 and 0.9 kin) respectively. Therefore vast, giant, and big floes
greater than 0.5 nmi (0.9 km) in extent anr many tabular icebergs found in
Antarctic water surrounded by as much as 7 to 8 cktas conoentrations can
be readily identified and tracked. Eight-okta belts onsisting of floes less
than 0.5 nmi (0.9 km) across can be tracked but brightness of the image and
tracking ability will decrease as the concentration of the belt decreases
or the belt narrows to the width of strips ((i km or 0.5 nmi).

(3) Stage of Devlopment

The stage of developent (thickness) of sea ice
can be estimated by satellite during only a small portion of its growth;
that is, for young ion which has a thickness of 10 to 30 an (4 to 12 in).
Sea ice less than approximately 10 an (4 in) -hick is not discernible by
SR or VHRR satellites at present because of the low reflectivity fran its
surface. Young ice (8 cktas) has a gray to gray-white color which gradually
becomes white as the thickness readhes 30 an (12 in). The uniform white
color of ioe more than 30 an (12 in) thick (8 ktas) precludes differenti-
ation among ice thicknesses greater than young ice (30 an or 12 in). Sea
ice in an advanced stage of deterioration may be more than 30 cn (12 in)
thick but is undetected by present satellites because of its large water
content and resultant low reflectivity. Aerial and shipboard observations
of rotten ioe on the RBss Sea, hcwewr, are rare prcbably because it is
short-lived owing to disintegration by frequent high winds.

Young ice prcbably forms widely in the Foss Sea in late
March, April, and Frobably May, when decreased illumination precludes useful
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imagery in the visual spectrum. Experience in interpreting infrared
imagery during the austral winter has been limited owing to the lack of
ground truth. After the sea ice has grown to first-year thickness, off-
shore ice drift often results in the formation of young ice-covered shore
and flaw leads. These leads are found on the leeside of islands or
adjacent to coastlines, ice shelves, or fast ice edges, and usually can
be identified on SR and VHRR satellite imagery. Snow cover on young ice
may mislead the forecaster by giving the surface a white color and the
appearance of first-year or older ice. Snow over on young ice recently
formed along an ice edge (or between diverging first-year floes) can
indicate to the ice forecaster very cogently that young ice is present
when it was non-existent or normally undetected on previous satellite
imagery.

(4) Lead Orientation

The general direction of leads more than 0.5 nmi
(0.9 km) wide between first-year floes can be observed on VHRR imagery
over the Bss Sea. Under optimum observing and satellite operating
cxnditions, imagery of part of the ship channel through the fast ice in
advance of McMurdo Station has been observed on VrIRR imagery. Leads may
contain small fragments of other ice stages of develcprent and form with
strong winds of constant direction when sufficient water surface is avail-
able for their formation. Leads in pack ice tend to become aligned per-
pendicularly to the mean ice drift direction after a sufficient period
of tine. Narrow passageways not navigable for long distances tend to occur
in the lBss Sea through 8- or nearly 8-ckta concentrations and are not
discernible with the sensors presently used. Leads, that is, passageways
navigable by surface vessels, tend to form in 5 through 7 to 8 ckta
concentrations. Ice concentrations of 1 throuqh 4 oktas tend to form
into belts or strips. Strips also may form as a result of strong permanent
currents; therefore, the alignment of strips sometimes may have little relation
to the wind-induced drift direction.

Belts and strips tend to have approximate east-west
orientations in the shipping lanes between 176*E and 1770 E during December
and January in response to permanent currents and dominant wind directions.
Pack concentraticn within the belts and strips is usually 6 to 8 oktas.
'nie lx lt of sea ice %.Ahich tLsually forms the south pack edge in the western
R-ss Sea tends to be 8 oktas concentration, contains smaller floes, and
often is wider than strips and belts northward of the edce owinq to wind
anld Wavo action.

(5) Location of Ice Data

Ice data must be located by geographic coordinates
or bearing and distance frcm proninent shore features to prepare an
ice summary message to shipping or to use the data in ice forecasting.
occasionally the latitude and longitude grid lines are placed incorrectly
on SR satellite imagery. Grid errors can be detected by noting the
location of prominent large geographic features that are separated widely.
Fbr example, the Bay of Whales is located near 78.5S,1650 W; the center of
the large open water area that forms between Drygalski Ice Tongue and
Cape Washington is located near 750S,1650 E; and the 170*E meridian
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extends from a small north-south orientation of the bss Ice Shelf just
eastward of Ross Island to near the east coast of Coulman Island (73030'S,
169 0 45'E). A grid adjustment of one-half degree of latitude (30 nmi or
56 km) or more somretimes is required. Knowing the location of such
permanent features also enables the forecaster to construct a grid when
it is not provided on the satellite imagery.

The largest errors in positioning ice data occur
along the edges of satellite imagery because of the distortion caused by
curvature of the earth. Ice data therefore should be interpreted from
the central portion of a satellite image whenever possible.

b. Estimating Surface Winds

Surface wind velocities can be estimated from isobar
spacing and orientation on observed or forecasted surface pressure charts.
Cbserved pressure distributions are used when hindcasting; that is,
advecting previously observed ice conditions with past surface winds
conditions. Winds reported by ships are very useful for hindcasting
and should be used whenever the observations are close to and are representa-
tive of the surface winds at the hindcast area. When ship observations are
not available, geostrophic winds (modified) found from the isobar spacing,
are used to advect the ice fields. Together with mean currents, surface
winds from observed charts are used to derive an updated ice distribution.
Fbrecasted pressure distributions are used to project these tpdated ice
conditions.

hen shipboard winds are representative of wind conditions
at the hindcast area, wind observations may be used with little or no
change to predict ice drift at the hindcast area. Winds reported by
shipboard observers are preferred to coastal station data because local
terrain often affects observations on land. If the isobar spacing is
slightly different at the hindcast location than at the ship location, the
same ratio of reported wind speed to geostrophic wind speed can be used to
estimate the surface wind speed at the hindcast location. The observed
wind direction, as well as its angular difference from the isobar orientation,
can be used to estimate the surface wind direction at the hindcast area.
Additionally, wind velocities observed 6 or 12 hours prior to the time
desired may be helpful in estimating wind conditions in the absence of more
recent observations.

(1) Correction for Instability

Ween wind observations are not available and it is
necessary to estimate the wind speed from the isobar spacina on observed or
forcasted surface pressure charts, the surface wind speed can Ne estimated
by tckinq 70% of the geostrophic wind speed. This correction, made for the
decnTre of instability, results from air turbulence in the lowest air layer,
caused over the oceans, by flow over a colder or warmer surface. A value
of 70% is used generally over the ocean, and has been found to be most
valid when the air is 50 to 10'F (2.80 to 5.6'C) colder than the water surface.
Table I gives other factors when other temperature differences are thought
to be present. For exanple, when the forecast or hindcast area is close to
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land and the air is in the order of 160 to 20OF (90 to 11 0 C) colder than thewater-ice surface, a 0.80 factor should be used. Men the forecast area isfar removed from land and there is little difference between the air andwater-ice surface tezperature, a factor smaller than 0.70 should be used.

Table 1

a)RIECTION TO GOSTR)PHIC WIND FOR SEA SURFACE-AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

Ts-Ta* (OF) Ts-Ta* (OC) Surface Wind Spd*/Geostomphic Wind Spd

< -7 < -3.9 0.55
-7 to 0 -3.9 to 0 0.60
1 to 4 0.6 to 2.2 0.65
5 to 10 2.8 to 5.6 0.70

11 to 15 6.1 to 8.3 0.75
16 to 20 8.9 to 11.1 0.80
> 20 >11.1 0.90

(2) Cbrrection for Curvature of Air Trajectory

An additional correction to the geostrophic windspeed (which usually is applied before the correction for stability),can be made for curvature of the air trajectory in order to approximatethe gradient wind. Men isobars are straight or have small curvatures,
the curvature of the path is negligible and the geostrophic wind speedis a good approximation of the wind speed above the frictional layer beforecorrection is made for stability. Curvature of the path and isobars isthe same for stationary pressure system. 'Men the pressure systems arenot stationary or nearly so, the curvature of the path may differ considerably
from the curvature of the isobars.

Petterssen (1940) calculated that gradient winds at70'S were approximately 10% smaller than geostrophic winds for cyclonicflow when the radius of curvature of the path was 540 nmi (1000 km) andthe wind speeds were less than approximately 40 kn (74 km/hr) . ** inaddition, he found that for observed anticyclonic curvature, the windspeed was rarely very high and the radius of curvature was usually large.
Thus, the difference between geostrophic wind and gradient wind for anti-
cyclonic flow was found by observation to be small.

Since synoptic surface pressure charts over Antarcticwaters axe always drawn with extrenely few data, and prognostic surfacepressure charts are based to a large extent on the synoptic charts, theradii of curvature of isobars and trajectories can be only grossly estimated.Additionally, wind speeds found from the isobar spacing are probably 10%or more in error. Therefore, until many more observations are available,

'*Taken aboard ship at approximately 20 ft (6 m) above the water-ice surface.
**At 700S with 270 nmi (500 km) curvature, 10% reduction with 20 kn (37 km/hr),
20% with 40 kn (74 knVhr); with 108 nmi (200 kn) curvature, 20% reductionwith 20 kn (37 km/hr), 35% with 40 kn (74 kR/hr) .
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correction to the geostrophic wind for curvature of air trajectories is
almost always anitted over Antarctic water. However, if the forecaster
is of the opinion that the radius of cyclonic curvature of a trajectory can
be estimated to a fair degree, the percentages given or interpolated values
between them may be applied before correction is made for stability.

(3) Correction for Wind Direction

Friction between moving air and the earth causes
surface winds to flow across the isobars toward low pressure. Over the
ocean, the frictional force is small and the surface wind direction is
nearly equal to the geostrophic wind direction; that is, along the isobars.
Hewson and Longley (1944) have indicated a difference of approximately
20'; therefore, isobars on surface charts are drawn so that the surface
wind blcws at an angle of about 200 across the isobars toward low pressure.
Accordingly, when wind directions are ascertained from the isobar orienta-
tion on surface pressure charts, 200 should be added to the geostrophic
wind direction in the southern hemisphere for an estimate of the surface
wind direction.

c. Deviation Angle

The angle between the surface wind and the direction of
ice drift, called the deviation angle, was found by Nansen (1902) while
the FRAM drifted across the Arctic Ocean (1893-96) to average 28' to the
right of the surface wind. This was substantiated by Zubov (1945) who
found an average deviation angle of 29' from observations in the Arctic
taken aboard the SEDOV (1938-39). These deviation angles pertain
to the advection of close multi-year pack over the deep ocean far from the
distorting influence of coastlines and exclude the effect of any steady
current.

A plot of the SEDOV's drift superimposed on concurrent
10-day mean sea level pressure analyses led Zubov to empirically fonmulate
the rule that close ice (6 to less than 7 oktas) drifts parallel to
the isobars; that is, with the geostrophic wind. Subsequent examination
of shipboard wind data not included in surface pressure analyses indicated
that the surface wind deflected an average of 28' to the left of the isobars.
Consequently, drift of close ice an average of 28' (Nansen) or 290 (Zubov)
to the right of the surface wind direction virtually coincided with the
isobar direction and confirmed his rule. Drift of close ice along the
isobars has been used as a rule of thuTrb technique for ice advection
because it is simple. Owinq to the sparseness of wind observations in
ice covered polar regions and contiguous seas, the ice forecaster invariably
must rely on the sea level pressure distribution to infer wind conditions
and resultant ice drift.

The forces governing the drift of close pack, however, are
ccuplex. Floes are in contact at various times, and random drift directions
(and speeds) of individual floes unckr study may be not representative of the
overall movement of the close ice field. Deviation angles also may be
(i)scured because movennt of x-. ice field can be modified from drift with
local wind conditions by the remainder of prior windage or by contact with
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adjacent pack concentrations. Large ice fields set in motion aoxuire great
inertia which may be transmitted from surrounding areas throuqh collision
of floes or may be present at the observational point. Consequently, true
deviation angles are difficult to ascertain especially when winds are brief
or weak.

Although the wind and drift data indicated to Nansen and Zubov
the deviation angle for close ice was not dependent on wind speed, the range of
deviation angles from which the average values were corputed varied quite
widely. Zubov found the largest and widest range of deviation angles occurred
with wind speeds under 8 kn (15 km/hr). Brennecke (1914) found the deviation
angle for the drift of very open (1 to less than 3 oktas) and open pack (3 to
less than 6 cktas) concentrations to vary with wind speed. Subsequent theoret-
ical study by Shuleikin has shown a similar dependence for the drift of consol-
idated pack (8 oktas). Therefore, it is apparent that intermediate close ice
concentrations also drift at various deviation angles which are dependent, in
part, on wind speed. As will be seen, Shuleikin (1953) indicates that drift
with a deviation angle of 280 pertains to a variety of ice thicknesses and
wind speeds; for multi-year pack 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) thick, a deviation
angle of 280 occurs with wind speeds of 18 to 28 kn (33 to 52 kn/hr). Further-
more, the cross-isobar deflection of the surface wind over the oceans has been
found by Hewson and Langley (1944) to be approximatel 200 and by Karelin (1941)
to average 240 for Arctic stations. Drift of close pack ice along the sea
level isobars therefore can be considered at best only as a first approximation
in ice forecasting.

Drift of isolated floes presents a different problem than the
drift of close pack. Isolated floes mm;e more erratically than close pack con-
oentraticns because the individual response of isolated floes to the wind as
well as wind generated surface currents is not restricted by surrounding floes.
Because the windage effect generally is stronger than the effect of surface
currents to advect ice, individual floes on the leeward side of a concentration
of sea ice often may be observed to disperse. Zubov has shown that the deviation
angle of isolated floes increases with latitude and increasing vertical dimen-
sicn of the floe, and decreases as the speed of the floe increases. Since the
drift speed of a floe is related directly to wind speed, mininmn deviation
angles are found for very thin floes and strong surface winds.

The wind drift of very open and open pack concentrations can
approximate the drift of close ice or isolated floes, or they may move in an

J. intermediate manner depending on the particular pack concentration and char-
acteristics. The resultant drift varies depending on the number of collisions
between floes, windage of the floes, as well as other forces cconmon to the
drift of all sea ice. Drift observations of very open and open pack approx-
imately 3 ft (0.9 m) thick taken by Brenneke aboard the DETSCLAND in the
Weddell Sea (1911-12) indicated that deviation anqles ranged from 390 to the
left of the surface wind direction (direction reversed because of southern
hemispheric observation) with a wind speed of 4 kn (7 kmihr) to 260 with a
wind speed of 16 kn (30 km/hr). Fran drift measureirents taken aboard the
MAUD in the East Siberian Sea (1922-24), Sverdrup (1928) also found the
deviation angle to vary. For winds that were sufficiently prolonged to
insure steady motion, the deviation angle varied from 260 to 470; hcwever,
no dependence on wind speed was given.
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Carbining the results of these studies into a unified
relationship of the deviation angle to the environnental factors of ioe
concentration, ice thickness, and wind speed is a difficult task. The
data sometimes are at variance which makes a solution impossible. Shuleikin,
however, derived a theoretical solution for the drift of consolidated pack
when equilibrum conditions are reached. Fran a balance of the forces for
steady ice drift, various deviation angles were found for several sea ice
thicknesses and a wide range of surface wind speeds. As can be seen in
figure 20 deviation angles increase with increasing ice thickness and
decreasing wind speed. An extrapolated minimum deviation angle of approx-
irately 180 as the ice approaches zero thickness for wind speeds over
20 kn (37 km/hr) agrees well with the direction of onserved wind-generated
surface currents found by Hughes (1956). ILalistic deviation angles are
given. For example, an angle of 270 is indicated for a wind speed of
16 kn (30 kVhr) and an ice thickness of 3 ft (0.9 n) whereas Brennecke
observed a deviation angle of 260 with these conditions but with very open
and open pack concentrations instead of consolidated ice.

Many physical constants emplayed in theoretical ice drift
fonpulations have been assumed owing to lack of basic theoretical knowledge.
Therefore, epirical relationships scretires are used when theory alone
gives unrealistic results. In addition, theoretical relationships derived
for a specific set of conditions which give realistic results sometimes
are extended to other conditions because there is nothing better to use.
Therefore, the deviation angles given in figure 20 are used for all ice
concentrations even though the relationship was derived for 8 okta concentra-
tions. Although values given are valid only at 68*30'S, the graph may be
used without appreciable error at any location in the Ross Sea. Deviation
angles differ from those given generally by 10 or less frm 60*S to the
Ross Ice Shelf for floes up to 16 ft (4.9 m) thick.

d. Drift Distance

Magnitude for the drift of close multi-year pack was calculated
by Nansen from drift of the FRAM after excluding permanent currents to
average 1.82% of the surface wind speeds observed on 76 drift segments.
Small differences between average wind factors calculated for various wind
speed categories supported his belief that the wind factor was not dependent
on the wind speed; that is, a linear relationship existed between the drift
speed of sea ioe and the wind speed. Zubov similarly found the wind factor
to be independent of the wind speed and calculated an average drift of
the SEDOV of 1.5% of the wind speed measured 12.5 m (41 ft) above the ice
surface. Cbservations taken by Efrenov in the Arctic Basin, as quoted by
Zubov (1945), indicated an increase of wind speed with elevation for all wind
speed categories. At a height of 6 m (20 ft) the wind speed was 81.2% of
the speed at 12.5 m (41 ft). The elevation at which Nansen took his wind
data is not clear. The onclusions of Efremov, however, indicate the
different wind factors found by Nansen and Zubov are compatible if Nansen
took his wind data at a height of approximately 6 m (20 ft). The true drift
speed of close pack is difficult to easure because of inertia of the floes
at the observational point or foroes transmitted to the floes under study
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through contact with surrounding pack ice. Zubov therefore concluded that
far from coastlines and over great depths, the drift speed of close multi-
year pack is approximately 2% of prolonged surface wind speeds.

Sverdrup also found the wind factor is much higher during
summer months than winter months whid Zubov ascribed to a more uneven ice
topography, thinner floes, and more freedm of floes to move owing to a
large number of open water areas. Wind drift of typical open pack concentra-
tions in summer had almost twice the drift distance of typical close pack
concentrations cbserved in winter with a given wind speed.

A table of wind factors (Zubov, 1945) was compiled by
Gordienko from many cbservations of ice drift taken by him and Shestiperov
off Cape Sdnmidt in the Chukchi Sea. Drift measurements were taken
with two theodolites mounted on the shore at a given distance from each
other and from the drifting floes. Wind factors were ccupiled as a function
of the pack concentration and amount of hunmmocking (surface topography)
of the ice in tenths. Linear interpolation to derive wind factors for
concentration in oktas (eighths) and multiplication by a factor of 24 to
give percentages for daily drift were applied to Gordienko's values to
derive table 2.

Table 2

RESPONSE FACTOR (PERCENT) TO OBTAIN WIND DRIFT OF SEA ICE (NMI/DAY) FIOM
WIND SPEED* (M') FOR VAW1ING CONCNTRATICN AND PDGING (after Gordienko)

TOTAL OONC NRATICN OF ICE (OKTAS)

0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7.5

1 23 21 18 15 12 9 8 6 6

2 45 42 36 30 25 20 16 13 11

3 67 63 56 49 42 35 27 20 17

4 89 85 75 64 55 45 35 26 21

5 112 106 94 82 70 58 46 34 28

6 134 127 112 98 84 71 56 41 34

"' 7 156 148 131 115 98 82 65 49 41

O 8 179 169 150 133 114 95 76 57 47

9 201 190 169 146 125 104 84 63 53

*leiqht of observation asstmxd to be 20 ft (6 m).
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Table 2 is used easily. For example, a 4-okta ice area
with 3 tenths of its surface covered with ridges or hummocks will drift
a distance in 24 hours equal to 42% of the magnitude of the surface wind
speed; that is, 6.3 nmi (11.7 kn) with a 15-kn (27.8 knVhr) wind, 10.5 rmi
(19.4 km) with a 25-kn (46.3 kmVhr) wind, etc. Wien the wind direction
and speed dhanae within the 24-hour period, a vector addition of the
separate wind drift vectors proportioned to each duration is made.

From Gordienko's table, it is evident that ice with a
concentration of 0.5 oktas drifts approximately four times faster than
ice with a concentration of 7.5 oktas having the samr extent of topoqraphy
and that the drift speed increases rapidly with increasing ridqing and/or
humrocking. A maximum drift speed of approximately 8% of the surface wind
speed is indicated. Zubov states that isolated floes may drift as fast as
10% to 12% of strong surface wind speeds. Additionally, it can be seen
from Gordienko's table that sea ice of 6 to 7 oktas concentration and
6 tenths hum rding (close multi-year pack) will drift approximately 2% of
the surface wind speed; this is in agreenent with the conclusions of Nansen
and Zubov. The response of 4 oktas ice concentration (open pack) is
almost twice the response factor for 6 to 7 oktas whid is in agreenent
with Sverdrup's observations. It should be noted that the factors given
in table 2 are of surface wind speed. Therefore when sea levl pressure
darts are used in hindcasting or forecasting, conversion should be made
from geostrophic wind speed to surface wind speed.

Gordienko's table is ccnpiled for extents of surface topoq-
raphy up to 9 tenths. Ven , few observations of 8 or 9 tenths ridging and/or
hummocking have been made over extensive ice areas in the open ocean. It
is usual for such extreme anounts of surface topography to be observed in
irrediate coastal areas during winter or spring where cosolidated pack
has been subjected to strong onshore pressure or associated with the humoky
remains of melting floes during summer. Cbservations of 5 through 7 tenths
ridging and humocking are frequently made over the Arctic Ocean and other
areas such as the Weddell Sea in the Antarctic where multi-year ice predomi-
nates over other stages of ice developnent. Ridges and humocks observed
on sea ice of one year's growth (first-year ice) that usually is found in
the western Ross Sea probably range from 1 through 5 tenths.

e. Permanent Currents and Total Ice Drift

The magnitude and direction of prevailing surface currents
must be vectorially added to the wind drift vector to obtain the total ice
drift. This can be acccuplished conveniently on a maneuverinq board or on
polar coordinate graph paper. A ceneralized distribution of surface
currents in the Ross Sea is given in figure 3. Current directions and
magnitudes in heavy print were taken directly from H.O. Pub. No. 705.
Directions in lighter print and magnitudes in parenthesis have been estimated
for use in ice forecasting.
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f. Stmimary of Short-Range Ice Forecasting Procedures

(1) Estimate the surface wind speed or calculate it by
taking 70% of geostrcphic wind, or use table 1. Estimate the surface wind
directicn or add 200 to the geostraphic wind direction. Neglect curvature
of the trajectory when calculating the wind speed.

(2) Enter figure 20, find the deviation angle using the
surface wind speed and an average thickness of ice at the hindcast/forecast
point or area.

(3) Add or subtract 1800 fran the surface wind direction
and then subtract the deviation angle to get the direction tcward whid ice
will drift.

(4) Enter table 2 with the ice ccnoentration in oktas
and the extent of ridging and/or htmmocking in tenths and find the response
factor.

(5) Multiply the surface wind speed with the response
percentage to get the ice drift in nmi/day.

(6) Find the permanent current magnitude and direction set
at the hindcast/forecast point or area fran figure 3. Multiply the current
magnitude by 24 to get the drift in nmi/day.

(7) Vectorially add the wind drift vector found in steps
3 and 5 to the permanent current vector found in step 6 on a maneuvering
board to find the total ice drift direction and magnitude in nmi/day.

2. McMurdo Sound

Short-range ice forecasts for McMurds Sound generally are
concerned with pack cncentrations north of the fast ice edge, dislodgment
of fast ice, and efflux of brash and ice cakes from the shipping channel cut
through the fast ice. The drift of icebergs, which occasionally enter
the sound, also is pertinent because of their possible blockage of the
channel.

a. Drift Ice

Pack ice north of the fast-ice edge drifts to the north or
northwest with southerly ccpminent winds that usually dominate during the
austral winter. The area north of the fast ice edge located near Cape
Royds, therefore, is frequently covered with slush, ice rind, or young ice
during Octcber and Novenber when air temperatures are well below freezing.
With subsequent anomalous northerly winds, thick first-year pack, usually
in combination with thinner ice, will be forecast to drift southward with
the response factors given in table 2. Surface currents over the north-
eastern quadrant of the sound are mainly westerly and have only a small
effect on the north-south drift speed of the ice. A return to normal south
or southeast winds when pack ice lies adjacent to the fast ice edge indicates
formation of the slush and ice rind flaw lead or area; lead formation occurs
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with light to nderate south winds, an area extending to the latitude of
Cape Bird forms with strong southerly winds.

Thick first-year pack usually lies adjacent to the fast-ice
edge when the latter edge is located at the latitude of Cape Bird or
farther north during October. Very close and consolidated pack north of
the fast-ice edge do not permit flaw leads to form. Lead formation occurs
during Novenber with winds having a southerly coment owing to northward
compression of slightly decreased concentrations of thethick first-year
pack.

During the latter half of Novenber pack concentrations
to the north and west of Cape Bird normally becme open pack. Strong
southerly winds lasting 48 hours or more, during that period will widen
the slush and ice rind area frcn Cape Royds well to the north of Beaufort
Island by compression of the open pack area. During Decenber when air
tenperatures increase to the freezing (nelting) terperature of the water,
open water with a few thick winter floes extending from the fast ice edge
northward as far as 76'S would be forecast in response to strong southerly
winds.

b. Fast-Ioe Dislodgment

Short-range forecasts of the dislodgment of fast ice
usually are based on the normal pattern of dislodgment outlined in Section
II.G. The forecaster, however, should note the location of ridge lines in
the fast ice because they often mark the location of old cracks along
which the fast ice may separate during dislodgment. The location of open
or refrozen cracks also should be noted. Any sudden increase in their
widths during Decenber or later indicate that dislodgment can occur. A
forecast of dislodgment should be made when strong southerly winds are
expected.

After mid-January the fast ice is weakened by austral summer
insolation, the ice surface develops patchy gray areas (melt pools are
virtually nonexistent) and dislodgment of large sections of fast ice occurs.
long period swell entering MdMurdo Sound is thought to be an important factor
in breaking the fast ice. The swells are not visible and breakup proceeds
very quickly. During DF 68 breakup and northward drift of the fast ice
approximately 200 yd (183 m) wide from Winter Quarters Bay to Cape Armitage
on 5 February took a total of two hours. Ice drift from this sector is aided
by a northward setting current.

Dislodgment of fast ice in late January or in February also
may occur en masse from large coastal sectors. Such dislodgment is facilitated
by development of a tidal crack between the fast ice and the shore line. The
fast ice between Turtle Podk and Hut Point usually is dislodged in this manner
in pieces 1 to 5 nmi (1.9 to 9.3 kin) in extent and passage by resupply vessels
to Winter Quarters Bay is temporarily blocked. In ocder to prevent such chan-
nel closure during ship entry, a larcl part of the fast ice in this sector often
is broken off by icebreakers before natural dislodgment takes place.
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c. Channel Clearing

The channel through fast ice to Winter Quarters Bay should
be forecasted to remain congested during the following 48 hours in the
absence of expected strong ( >30 kn or 56 km/hr) south to southeast winds.
The time required for channel clearing is related to the length of the channel
and the strength and duration of the wind. The amunt of ice left in the
channel after it is broken by icebreakers and whether the ice is refrozen
are added factors.

Usually two icebreakers condqct channel breaking operations
in a continuous ramming procedure. This technique leaves the channel
congested with close to consolidated floes, which often refreeze into a
large mass during Noveiber, and makes channel clearing difficult even with
strong southerly winds. An alternate procedure is for the channel to be
broken for a mile or two and then, in conjunction with light to noderate
southerly winds, the icebreakers aid evacuation of the ice before possible
refreezing occurs by use of their propellers in a tednique called back-
washing. Winter Quarters Bay usually is cleared in this manner. By setting
the ice in motion, small discharges of floes from the channel entrance
should be forecasted with light southerly winds, but the remainder of the
channel will remain congested. Cbntinued light southerly winds will
gradually clear brash and ice cakes that are not frozen together from a
channel 10 to 15 nni (19 to 28 km) long in about 2 to 3 weeks. 'ohen outflow
of ice has resulted in lowered concentrations in channels less than 15 nrni
(28 km) long, south and southeast winds, deflected to the east by the south
coast of Ross Island, clear the east side of the channel and cause congestion
on the west side.

Rapid clearing of a channel approximately 10 nni (19 kin) long
should be forecasted with strong southerly winds lasting for at least 48 to
72 hours. Such rapid clearing of the channel occurred during DF 65. Channel
breaking operations began on 21 Nove ber from the vicinity of Cape Rkyds, the
channel was ocipleted on 5 December, and subsequent strong southerly winds
lasting approximately 72 hours established an open water channel 10 nini
(19 km) long by 10 December. In contrast, an extrene length of channel, as
occurred during DF 63, or an abnormal amount of anomalous northerly winds,
as observed during DF 66 and DF 67, can keep the channel congested until
dislodgments cause the fast-ice edge to recede to Hut Point.

d. Currents and Iceberg Drift

The westerly setting current along the Ross Ice Shelf
continues around Ross Island at Cape Bird, and then turns south along the
shore as far as Cape Rayds (fig 15). Here the current turns West across
the sound and then northwest and north along Victoria land. At Cape Ryds,
the Cape Bird current is joined by a current from Hut Point which comes fron
under the ice shelf south of Cape Armitage and flows past Hut Point and
Cape Evans. At certain phases of the tide and moon, the current may reverse
flowing south past Hut Point.

Cbservations of iceberg drift in McMurdo Sound are sparse.
Hwever, bergs entering the sound tend to drift with the current south to
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Cape Royds with calm or light winds (.410 kn or 19 km/hr). moderate south
winds slow their southward drift and the icebergs may become stationary
before reading Cape Royds. Strong south winds (> 30 kn or 56 km/hr) prob-
ably will cause icebergs to reverse their direction and drift to the north.
After a berg drifts to the vicinity of Cape Royds normal southerly winds
and westerly current sets will move the berg west and northwest.

Iceberg drift south of Cape RPyds can occur during periods
of unusual strong north winds or current reversal over the sector to the
south of Cape Royds. During mid-January 1970, a berg drifted approximately
11 nmi (20 kin) south of Cape Royds where it impinged on the east side of
the channel entrance. It remained near 77044'S, 166015'E for approximately
six days and then drifted north and west.

Forecasts of iceberg movement may be made by vectorially
adding the current set to the wind drift vector based on forecasted winds.
The effect of wind on iceberg movement has been studied by Budinger (1960)
both theoretically and emirically. 'I\o eauations relatino the wind-
induced movemrent for wind durations less than and equal to or greater than
24 hours for speeds from 10 to 50 kn (19 to 93 knVhr) are presented. The
drift speed equations for blocky (tabular) and massive icebergs are:

V(iceberg) = 0.016 W(wind speed) (< 24 hrs. duration)
(1)

V(iceberg) = 0.021 W(wind speed) (> 24 hrs. duration)

The iceberg drift speed and the wind speed have the same units; the
movement is directed 500 to the left of the surface wind direction.
(These equations also may be applied to icebera drift in the Ross Sea).

Tabular icebergs dislodged from the Foss Ice Shelf are
estimated to hawe an exposed to subirerged ratio of approximately 1:5.
Measurements of the shelf ice thickness obtained by seismic means and above
sea level elevations at a number of sites near Little America V indicated
an average 1:5 height to depth ratio (Crary, 1961). Bender and Gow (1961)
also found this ratio for a nearby hole drilled from the top to the bottom
of the ice shelf 256 m (840 ft) thick. The ratio probably varies slightly
for tabular bergs and may be as low as 1:4.5 because of considerable melting
of high density ice from the bottom of the ice front and of bergs, which
lowers the average density. Smith (1928) has tabulated values for various
shaped bergs found in the Arctic; a ratio of 1:5 is given for blocky bergs,
1:4 is given for rounded bergs. Measurements of the height of tabular bergs
drifting into McMlrdo Sound therefore can indicate their approximate grounding
depth.

B. Long-Range Ice Estimates

Analocr (impirica!) technioucs are enploved in preparing long-range ice
estimates because lona-rance environrental forecasts cienerally are not avail-
able for Antarctic areas. one analoq tednique is to establish a relation
between historical observations of an environmental factor and data on the
particular ice feature under investigation. The environmental factor
used to establish the relationship may be observed concurrently with or
prior to the occurrence of the ice feature. A forecast of the environmental
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factor is required to estimate the ice feature when concurrent data are used
to derive the relationship. However, environirental observations may be
used for preparing the ice estimate when the derived relation is between
the ice feature and prior envircnmental observations.

1. Rlss Sea

a. Mid-November North Pack Ede and Pack Thickness

Two large scale ice features in the Ibss Sea which affect
mid-Noveber ship operations are the location of the northern edge of pack
ice and the overall thickness of sea ice. The average 15-day wind velocity
at 70*S, 175°E computed fron the four 15-day means from mid-July to mid-
September has been found to be a good indicator of the location of the
north pack edge on 15 November along 176 0E. Southerly winds advect the
north pack edge northward and ccnversely, northerly winds tend to retard
movement the edge to the north. An average 15-day qeostrophic wind with a
south conponent of +6 kn (11 km/hr) was found to be related to a north pack
edge at 64030'S on 15 November; a north-ccmponent wind of -4 kn (7 km/hr)
was related to a position of the edge at approximately 65"30'S. This rela-
ticn, based on observations taken during four years and normal data, is shown
in figure 21. The normal north-south ccaponent of the geostrophic wind
(+6.6 kn or 12 kmihr) was computed from figures A-7, A-8, and A-9 (weighting
August twice as heavily as July and September); the normal position of the
north pack edge at 64025'S on 15 November was taken from figure 6. The
regression line (visually determined) was drawn through the normal position
because it is based on ice observations taken during twelve DF seasons and
long-term surface pressure data. The relation is shown north to 630S because
the north pack edge was located farthest northward at 63°S along 176 0E on
15 November (DF 61).

Drift of pack ice to the north during the austral winter

results in dispersal of the pack, the formation of new ice between ice
floes, and a decrease in the average ice thickness. * Geostrophic winds
having a southerly ccmponent greater than approximately +12 kn (22kn/hr)

are estimated to be associated with light thickness conditions* over the
western Ross Sea. Conversely, average geostrophic wind ccirponents that
are negative indicate resultant winds with northerly cxponents which are
estimated to be associated with severe thickness conditions. * Geostrophic
winds with a south carponent of zero to +12 kn (22 knhr) are associated

with average thickness conditions. *

b. Warm-ing Degree Days

Figures 22, 23, and 24 indicate the accumulation of warming

degree days (Wdd's) at McMurdo Station at the end of each day from 1 November

through 28 February for DF II through DF 71. The curves were constructed

using daily mean tenperatures and an arbitrarily chosen 18 0F base and starting

date of 1 November. For example, a daily mean temperature of 15 0F gives
a -3 value; a daily mean tenperature of 26 0F contributes a +8 to the
cumulative total. Average and median values computed at 5-day intervals

and envelopes of extreme values are presented in figure 25.

*See section II, para. F.5.
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The deoree-day curves for individual resupply season- indicate
a wide year-to-year variance of austral summer heating. During all years,
daily nean temperatures were colder than 18'F (-7.8'C) at the start of Noejirter
as indicated by the downward slope of the curves. The earliest rise of daily
mean temperatures above 18'F (-7.80 C) (upward slopina curves) was in DF 65
(7 November) and latest during DF IV (11 Deceniber). The average and median
values were 20 November. The coldest tenperatures were recorded durino Noverber
1959 (-240 Wdd's) while the warmest Novenber occurred durina DF 65 (-48 Wdd's).An average total of approximately -121 Wdd's was accumulated before seasonalheating caused the curves to slope upward from their lowest points.

Warming degree-day totals became positive from 27 Novenber
to 29 Deoenber; an average value of 14 December was calculated. The slopes
of the curves increased steadily after mid-Decenber at a rate of approxi-
mately 10 Wdd's/day except during DF 60 which had an unusual cold period in
mid-January. Positive Wdd's were accumulated to an average date of
14 February. However, ensuing downward slopes of the curves associated
with seasonal cooling started as early as 3 February (DF 60) and as late
as 27 February (DF 68).

A maximum of almost 700 Wdd's was accumulated during DF III
and slightly less during DF 67 making them the warmest sumimers. A minimum
of slightly less than 200 Wdd's was accumulated during DF 60 making it the
coldest suner. Average and median values for all years were respectively,
462 Wdd's and 434 Wdd's. When total seasonal warming is considered, that is,
positive Wdd's accumulated between the lowest and highest points on each curve,
three years had equally low warming amounts. They were DF IV, DF 60, and DF 63
with warming totals of approximately 440 Wdd's. Using this same measuring
technique, DF III remained as the season with the greatest total warmina.

(1) MIid-December South Pack Edge

Location of the south pack edge in the western Ross
Sea is a large scale ice feature important to ship transit to and from
McMurdo Sound. Northward recession of the edge is related to surface
currents, wind velocity, and the rate of pack disintegration. These factors
are not mutually independent and involve processes which are quite complex.

The minimum Wdd total computed fron daily tenperature
data taken at Mc.urdo Station is useful for indicating the location of the
south pack edge (at 1780E) on 15 December. Minimum Wdd's generally occur
during the latter half of Novenber; therefore, observed Wdd totals can be
used directly for estimating the mid-Decerber location of the edge. Low
minimum Wdd totals are related to southern locations and high Wdd totals to
northern locations of the south pack edge. A plot of 9 years of observed Wdd
data and corresponding edge locations indicates a linear relation; a linear
correlation coefficient of -. 87 was calculated. The slope of a manually
prepared regression line passes through zero Wdd's and 68030'S and increases
10 of latitude for each additional -40 Wdd's. Written as an equation,

Latitude (15 Dec south pack edge) = 68.5 - lmnb. Wdd total)

40
The relation between minimum Wdd's and location of the

south pack edge is substantiated by environnrental factors. low surface
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temperatures and low minimum Wdd's are related to the advection of cold air
frun the continent, which retards ice disintegration in the southwestern
Ross Sea. Wind speeds are low, whidh inhibits vertical mixing of the lower
atmosphere and resultant increases in the surface air tenperature owing to
the strong temperature inversion present in Antarctica. Iow wind speeds
also result in snall wind drift of the ice.

High (relative) temperatures and high mininrn Wdd's
are related to moderate and strong surface winds and resultant vertical
mixing of the warm air aloft. Storm migrating into the south central
Ross Sea produce strcng southeast to southerly winds over the western Ross
Sea that advect the south ice edge northward. The strongest surface winds
and the most rapid northward advection of ice occur when a deep surface
low pressure center is located over the southern Ross Sea. Retrograde type
stons that nove westward over the Ross Ice Shelf generally result in less
severe winds and smaller northward advection of the south pack edge than is
associated with severe storms, but the northward recession undoubtedly will
be greater than normal.

c. Historical Ice Data

The analog (empirical) technique frequently used to prepare
15- and 30-day ice estimates is to find past ice conditions similar to the
current areal ice distribution and follow the sane historical proqression of
pack disintergration. This technique assumes that environmental conditions
affecting ice drift and disinteqration such as mean surface wind velocity,
pack concentration, mean ice thickness, and staqe of deterioration are approx-
imately the same during the past and future period covered by the ice estimate.
Usually, initial ice conditions for the two years will not be identical. In
that case the long-range ice estimate is developed by modifying the latest ice
cnditions by the change of conditions that occurred during the prior year.

Thirty-day ice estimates are prepared initially; 15-day
estimates are interpolations between the observed and 30-day estimated
conditicns. Linear interpolaticns usually are made within any 30-day period
for pack edge and concentration data, although historical changes in these
ice features may have an accelerating seasonal trend. The third major
ice feature given in long-range ice estimates is the stage of development
(age) of the pack. By convention, the age category of the maximum seasonal
growth is retained through its disintegrating stages even though the ice
thickness is equivalent to a thinner ice category. During the melt season,
the primary age of the pack at a particular location, however, may change
owing to advection, or it may increase owing to the final disintegration of
a predominant thinner ice age ahead of thicker ages. An increase of the
average thickness of the remaining pack therefore may occur although the
areal extent and concentration is nuch less. This often occurs in the
northern Foss Sea owing to final disintegration of the predominant thin
and medium first-year pack and the accumulation of thick first-year and remnant
multi-year floes. The dominant floe size of the pack is estimated using the
normal floe-size analyses or applying the changes between analyses to
recent aerial reconnaissance data.

In order to make a proper assessment of the comparability
between the present pack conditions and the similar historical data, it
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may be necessary to account for the difference in the dates of observation.
Conparability of ice edges can be made using figures 9 and 14. For exanple,
if the north pack edge was observed by satellite at 640301S between 1740E
and 1800 on 9 Noveber, the seasonal recession rate of 10 nmi (19 kn) per
3 days (fig 9) indicates a comparable location of the edge at 640501S on
15 Novenber. If the north pack edge associated with similar past data was
observed at 650001S on 17 Noveiber, that location adjusted to 64053'S at
15 November is nearly identical to the 9 Novenber edge adjusted to 640501S.
In this examrple, subsequent location of the past edge is used as the forecasted
location. If for example, the adjusted edges were 30 nmi (56 kin) apart,
recession of the edge fran the past data would be added to the present location
o get the forecasted location of the north pack edge. Comparison usually is
ade to the 1st or 15th of the month because long-range ice estimates are

prepared for those periods. Comparison of the adjusted edge at 64*501S to
the mean position of 640251S on the 15 Novenber (fig 9) indicates the edge is
25 nmi (46 km) south of normal. Similar crparisons of the south pack edge
data using figure 14 can be made. If the ice data are observed from shipboard
along a particular longitude, the median positions indicated in figures 4 and
10 may be used for determining the anomaly of the edge position.

A c parison of observed pack concentrations to normal and past
conditions is accomplished by the sane tednique used with pack edges. Areas
with the highest pack concentrations are considered first because that ice will
have the greatest adverse effect on shipping. In preparing ice estimates for
periods from Novexber through mid-December, the forecaster should note the
location of the northern edge of the 7- and 8-okta pack in the western Ross Sea.
Historical ice data should be searded for an edge having a similar latitude
as well as a comparable position of the north pack edge. When similar histori-
cal data are found, the southward recession of the 7- and 8-okta edge should
be added to the latest location of the edge for the pertinent tine interval.
For areas with lesser pack concentrations, the decrease in the pack concentra-
tion indicated by the similar historical observation should be used to decrease
the concentrations associated with the latest observed data.

Therefore, average movements of ice edges and other background
mean ice data are useful, but the ice forecaster also needs data on the progres-
sion of ice conditions that occurred during previous resupply seasons. If these
data are not available, statistics given on the recession of pack edges given
in sections II.F.l.c. and II.F.2.b. may be used together with the mean-cicentra-
tion and floe-size analyses. Occasionally, a series of ice observations taken

.* during the current and a prior year are very similar. For this special case,
the prior year is called the analog ice year.

d. Optimum Ice Routes

The average concentration and frequency of large floe size
analyses in Appendix C may be used as partial inputs to estimate an optimum
route through the pack in the absence of ice reconnaissance data. These
ice parameters, however, cannot be used alone to determine a route because
in addition to the amount of surface water between floes (pack concentra-
tions over small areas), the ability of a ship to break ice is dependent on
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other factors such as ice thickness (including the extent of ridging and
hummcking), ship's characteristics such as weight, power, plate thickness.
and shape, and depth of snow cover.

New and young ice (up to 30 an or 1 ft thick) may tend to slow
an icebreaker, but the ice does not prevent her fran maintaining a course.
Change in concentration in new and young pack areas is rarely a factor in
altering a route through these stages of ice develol-wi..c. As sea ice
gets thicker, concentration of the pack becomes more important in choosing
a particular route. For thicknesses greater than approximately 5 ft
(1. 5 m), pack concentration beccues the deciding factor in choosing a route,
because the amount of open water between floes into which the icebreaker-
broken ice can mov, is of prime importance.

Floe-size probably is less important than ice concentration
or thickness in choosing an optimum route. When a ship hits ice floes,
cracks radiate from the point of impact, forming paths of least resistance
along which the ship is likely to move making it extremely difficult to
return to the proper heading. When large floes are broken the icebreaker
may go contrary to the desired course for a considerable distance. Small
floes are less of an obstacle to maintaining a constant heading.

Other factors such as snow cover, convergence and divergence
of the pack, and orientation of leads also are important. Snow 24 in (61 an)
or deeper, if the temperature is not too low, forms a cushion absorbing a
large part of the breaking force so that ice breaking is less effective.
These factors can best be used for track selection on a real-time basis;
that is, based on aircraft or satellite observation and meteorological
conditions just prior to entry into the pack.

In 7.ocaticns where pack is subject to strong drift, rapidly
changing concentrations and advection of different ice thicknesses (ages)
into the area indicate that an optimum route can be determined best by
ship-based helicopter observations.

The normal pack-concentration and floe-size analyses and
the estimated thickness of ice in the western Ross Sea indicate that during
October and November of a normal ice year, the optinm route through the
pack south to 75*S usually lies east of 177"E. During Decenber, a track
varying between 175"E and 176*E appears superior to other routes. During
1 to 15 January variable pack concentrations indicate that the track should
be determined on a real-time basis and probably would lie near 175°E. By
late January, a track generally along 1730 E normally may be taken. Pack
conentration and thickness, and floe size, however, rarely are normally
distributed over extensive areas. Therefore operational tracks should be
determined from real-time data. The normal ice data indicate, however, that
optimun ice tracks through the western Poss Sea generally shift progressively
westward during the resupply season.

Surface winds over the southwest sector of the Ross Sea
prevail from the southeast. Probably owing to the elevation of oss Island,
sea ice has a tendency to remain in the lee of its north coast. Westerly
surface currents are present there but partial blockage of drift ice by
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Cape Bird peninsula often keeps the area between Beaufort Island and Cape
Bird peninsula during Noveiber covered with very close pack; fast ice also
may extend across this passageway. However, leads and areas of lesser
concentration tend to form for short durations northward of Beaufort Island
to 76030'S and may explain why many ioebreaker tracks into McMurdo Sound
during Novenber lie in that sector.

2. McMurdo Sound

a. Frost-Degree Days and Ioe Growth

Frost-degree days (Fdd) are used to indicate the onset
and severity of cold air temperatures. Fdd accumulations made after ioe
first form can be related enpirically to the undisturbed growth of sea
ice at coastal locations; that is, where the ioe has remained in place after
initial formation. Seasonal Fdd totals are usually computed from daily mean
tenperatures. However, Fdd's also may be conputed from monthly mean
terperatures without differing appreciably from mnthly accumulations
using daily terperatures.

A frost-degree day is defined as a day with a mean tempera-
ture 1F or 1C below a particular base. The base temprature used
usually is 320 F or 00 C. Occasionally the base temperature dosen is the
freezing temperature of the water; for example, 28.6'F or -1.9"C with
salinities of 35'/o,. Using a 32'F base, 7 Fdd's are accumulated when
the daily mean temperature (miwcay between the daily high and low tenperature)
is 25'F; a rrmnthly mean temperatre of -10.8 0F indicates that 1327 Fdd's
are accumulated during a 31-day ITuth.

Many studies relating sea ice growth in the Arctic to
Fdd's have used a 00C or 320F base. Zubov (1945) found the regression
equation

12 + 501 = 8R

best fitted the average rate of sea ice growth after ice has formed in the
seas bordering the Soviet Arctic, where I is the ic thickness in oentimeters
and R is the total of Fdd's (00 C base). Application of this equation in the
form of

1 ,J625 + 8R"- 25

or using indes and a 320 F base

= J97 + .69EFdd - 9.8 (2)

to mean mnthly tenperatures recorded at McMurdo Station from March through
Novenber indicates that normal undisturbed growth of sea ice in the imrediate
area (Winter Quarters Bay) amounts to about 193 cm (76 in). Fdd's accumulated

', in March and Novenber are included because freezeup of Winter Quarters Bay
usually occurs by early March and thickness data indicate that ioe growth
continues at a slow rate through Noverber. A sinplified incresntal form
of equation (2),
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0.69,&ZFdd
210 + 19.69

may be applied to June and followinq mean temperature data with negligible
error in total ice thickness for undisturbed growth where A I is the
increase in ice thickness with an increase of frost-degree days AEFdd
and I0 is the thickness of the ice already formed.

In addition to air temperature, however, ice growth is
related to other local meteorological and oceanographic factors such as
vertical distribution of temperature and salinity, snow thickness and den-
sity, and wind speed. The rate of ice accretion during any period also is
a function of the ice thidcness at the start of the period; the thicker the
ice, the slower is further growth. Of all the factors, snow depth probably
has the greatest effect on ice growth and is especially significant shortly
after ice growth begins when a large snow accumulation retards ice groth more
than late season accumulations of the same depth. The ocnstants in Zubov's
equation were derived empirically and consider the corbined effect of normal
values of all these additional factors observed in the Soviet Arctic.

It is not surprising that, for a few ice growth seasons
tested, Zubov's equation when applied to monthly mean temperatures
recorded at McMurdo Station gives thicknesses which are generally 10%
to 15% smaller than measurerents taken in Winter Quarters Bay. Atlas
data indicate that much of the seas bordering the Soviet Arctic have
annual snow accumulations of 4 to 6 in (10 to 15 cn). Similar depths
were observed during test years in Winter Quarters Bay. Therefore, the
difference in ice growth may be related to probable, but unknown, dis-
similarities between the other meteorological and oceanographic factors.

The undisturbed thickness of first-year ice in Winter
Quarters Bay at the end of Noverber may be estimated by the application of
Zubov's equation to Fdd's accumulated from monthly mean temperatures for
March through November recorded at McMurdo Station. If snow depths throuqh-
out the winter are 6 in (15 an) or less or are unknown, add 10% to 15% to
the calculated ice thickness. For snow depths which accumulate to greater
than 6 in (15 cm), an equation derived by Kolesnikov (1946) may be used to
estimate the ice growth. The equation takes into account many meteorological
factors. For practical calculation of ice growth with the degree of accuracy
required for ice forecasts, Kolesnikov's equation may be simplified to

(A1)2 + (12.1d + 90 + 210 ) AI = 10.8 -(1.9 + E))

S1.75Vo EXP 0 656 D 1 -0.005 (1.9 + E)

where & I = increase in ice thickness (cn)*

d = snow depth (an)

V0 = surface wind speed (m/sec)

I0 = initial ice thickness (am)

D = number of days over which A I is calculated

e = equivalent air temperature (*C)

1 inch - 2.54 cm
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The equivalent air temperature, 8 is the surface air
temperature that is modified to take into account the net effect of
various meteorological factors which are present in polar latitudes.
Values of e, in effect, are suried below the freezing temperature of
the sea water; -1.9°C (28.60F) for salinities near 350/oo. Near Hut
Point Peninsula salinities generally range from 34.10/oo at the surface
to 34.80/oo at 500 m (1640 ft).

Kolesnikov's equation may be modified to use Fdd values
using a 32 0F base, a surface wind term W, the snow depth and initial ice
thickness in inches, and a temperature adjustment term, K, which combines
the net effect of the meteorological factors with the freezing temper-
ature of the water for calculation of ice growth in centimeters.
Values of the temperature adjustment K are given in table 3.

Table 3

Tenperature Adjustrent for Winter Months in the Antarctic

K (0 C)

March +3.4

April +0.1

May -3.1

June -3.3

July -3.5

August -2.3

September +1.3

October +4.9

Novenber +7.4

With these modifications, Kolesnikov' s equation becomes
(AI)2 + (30.7d* + W + 5.110*).4I = 6(aZFdd - 1.8DK)

1 + 0.003 (&EFdd - 1.8DK)

D

-here d* and 10* are the snow depth and initial ice thickness in inches.

Although this equation looks complicated, it can be evaluated
easily. For convenience, figure 26 is given from which the wind term (W) may
be found directly from the wind speed in knots averaged over the period in
days (D) of uniform snow depth. Wind speed is measured at the site of ice
growth; wind direction is not considered in calculating the average speed.
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For example, with an initial ioe thickness of 24 in, snow
depth of 7 in, average wind speed of 13 kn and an average temperature of
-8.2 0 F for April, the equation becomes

2 + [30.7(7) + 15 + 5.1(24)]aI = 6 [1206 - 1.8(30)(0.1)]

1 +0.003 [1206 - 1.8 (30) (0.1)]

Solving this quadratic equation yields

A I = 16.5 an or 6.5 in.

or the ice will grow to approximately 30.5 in (77 an) at the end of April.
For periods not equal to a calendar month, the Fdd total computed from
daily mean temperatures (°F), may be substituted in equation (3). An average
value of K should be found from figure 27 for the time interval involved.
Since snow depth has a pronounced effect on ice growth, the occurrence and
amounts of significant increases or decreases in snow accumulation (>4 in
or 10 an) should be noted in order to facilitate construction of a step-
line graph of uniform snow depths in application of Kolesnikov's equation.

The occurrence of severe storms at Mc4urdo Station during the
austral winter may be used to estimate the daracter of the fast ice thi&-ess
over WIurdo Sound for icebreaker operations conducted during the followin
DF season. Frequent dislodgment of newly formed ice during March is oammon.
When repeated strong southerly winds, estimated to be storm force or higher
(>48 kn or 89 kmVhr) occur well into June with a subsequent absence of severe
storms, concurrent refreezing of extensive portions of the sound is probable.
Therefore, relatively thin fast ice of approximate uniform thickness may be
expected during November over most of the channel to Hut Point, as was observed
during DF 68. Frost-degree-day data accumulated after the final storm may be
used to estimate the ice thickness. On the other hand, when storms are not
severe and occur at infrequent intervals during the ice growth season, thickness
of the fast ice can be expected to be relatively large and to decrease to the
north in irregularly wide zones of approximate uniform thickness. Icebreaker
observations during November and Decenber indicate the latter decreasing thick-
ness distribution often is present. Therefore, it is probable that zones of
fast-ice dislodge periodically from the edge during the ice growth season
separated by periods during which the fast-ice edge advances northward.

iepeated dislodgment of newly formed ice from Winter Quarters
Bay during the initial i cJ growth months with no later dislodgments results
only in a slightly thLinner thickness at the end of the ice growth period
than if the growth was undisturbed. The small difference in thickness can
be attributed to the rapid regrowth of ice and the large remdning period
of the ice growth season. For example, during the winter of 1968, 9908
Fdd's accumulated from ] March through 30 Novmber indicateC (by Zubov's
equation plus 10%) ice jrowth to 81 in (206 an). If dislodgrent of all ice
occurred on 1 May and no later dislodgments occurred, regrowth of ice would
have reached 73 in (185 an) by 30 November.

Data on the wind force and duration required to dislodge vari-
ous amounts and thicknesses of fast ice from McMurdo Sound during the austral
winter are not available. Knowledge of the occurrence of severe storms at
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Mc4urdo Station during the austral winter, howevr, can be useful in estimat-

ing the qualitative distribution of fast-ice thickness in McMurdo Sound.

b. Warming Degree Days and Ice Melt

Warming degree day (Wdd) totals can be used to estimate the
commencement of melting and decreases in ice thickness. Wdd and thickness
data from several years indicate that the annual ice runway at Willians
Field starts to decrease in thickness when total warning of approximately
100 Wdd's are accumulated; that is, after the Wdd miniumn is readed. For
exanple, during DF 65 the Wdd minimum of -48 occurred on 7 November and
the ice thickness started to decrease on 5 Decenber when the Wdd total
was +50, or a gain of 98. During DF 70 the Wdd minirun was -115 and the
annual ice started to decrease on 11 Decenber when the Wdd totaled -10
or a gain of 105.

Based on limited data, the ratios of Wdd's accumulated after
the ice thickness starts to diminish appear to be well related to
decrease in ice thickness in inches. The nunber of Wdd's effective for
melting can be found by adding the above-zero total indicated on the
positive ordinate scale to the absolute value of the Wdd minimum and then
subtract 100 Wdd's. The data also indicate the ratios of "melting" Wdd
totals to decreases in ice thickness tend to decrease with tine. The
following median ratios were found at the given dates:

1 January - 17

15 January - 15

25 January - 12

To use these ratios in forecasting decreases in ice thickness
of the runway at Williams Field for a period during 1 to 25 January,
divide the "melting" Wdd's by the proper factor. Thus during DF 67, 220
above-zero Wdd's were accumulated on 1 January and the Wdd minimxm was
-50 which yields a "nelting" Wdd total of 170 (220 + 50 - 100). The fore-
casted decrease in ice thickness on 1 January is 10 inches (170 divided by
17) or 25 an. on 25 January, the 430 "melting" Wdd's accumulated relates
to a 36-in (107 an) decrease in ice thickness (430 divided by 12).
Interpolated ratios can be used for other dates; for exanple, a 13.5 ratio
for "relting" Wdd's totaled to 20 January.

The ratios given for diminishing ice thickness are in
general agreeTent with Assur (1956) who found a factor of 30 using a base
tenperature of 100 F for accumulation of Wdd's and the study of Karelin,
as quoted by Bilello (1960), who found a conparable number of Wdd's must
be accumulated before ice thicknesses diminish.

Wdd curves therefore can be used to indicate the start and
amount of decreasing thickness of sea ice in the absence of thickness
measurements. A projected Wdd curve based on large scale weather trends
similarly can be used to forecast decreasing thickness of the ice at Williams
Field.
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c. Austral Winter Te'vperatures and Fast Ice Width

An analysis of monthly mean temperature data and the extent of
fast ice in Mcurdo Sound indicates that a sun of the mean temperatures for
September and October less than -30°F (-34.4*C) is related to fast-ice widths
of approximately 45 to 60 nmi (83 to 111 kin) to the north of Hut Point on
15 Novenber. Temperature totals usually ranged, however, from -70 to -17°F
(-21.70 to -27.2 0C). Although the relation of temperature data in that range
to fast-ice observatins is not precise, -7°F (-21.7*C) totals were associated
with fast-ice extents which averaged 20 nmi (37 km) and -17*F (-27.2 0C) totals
were associated with fast ice extents which averaged 24 nmi (44 km). Cbser-
vations of temperature stun between -170 and -30°F (-27.2 ° and -34.4°C) and
fast-ice extents between 27 and 43 nmi (50 and 80 km) on 15 November were not
recorded.

IV. FOIECASTING EXAMPLES

Examples of short-range forecasts and long-range ice estimates are
given in order to relate the working procedures and summarized historical
data to operational situations. The short-range (24- and 48-hour) examples
assum that all pertinent ice parameters are known and perfect wind forecasts
are made. Often in practice, it is necessary to estimate various factors
from historical data, such as ice thickness, in order to make a forecast.
At other tines, ranges of ice parameters such as ice concentration or the
forecasted wind velocity, or both, must be used to develop a forecast
which indicates the maximum and minimum extents of ice drift.

A nunber of locations with different ice concentrations, extents of
ridging, and expected surface winds should be chosen when preparing a
short-range forecast for an area. Iocations may be chosen on ice boundaries;
that is, between areas of different ice concentrations, or on ice edges in
order to forecast drift of these ice discontinuities. In this manner, a
chart of the overall distribution of forecasted pack concentrations can be
prepared from which a word forecast can be written.

Disintegration of the pack is often considered to be negligible during
a 24- to 48-hour period. This may not be true with strong winds and ice
that is in an advanced state of disintegration. Pack disintegration, haever,
must be taken into account in a continuous series of short-range forecasts.

Long-ranca ice estimates (15- and 30-day) are based on historical ice
data which cxnbine averaae disintergration rates as well as averace wind and
current drift. Iong-range wind forecasts are presently not made for Antarctic
waters. Therefore long-range ice estimated most often axe based on the
relation of environmental data and synoptic ice observations to similar
historical data. In the absence of environmental and synoptic ice conditions,
long-range estimates may be made utilizing only historical data.

A. Short-Range Ice Forecasts

Example 1

Given: Ice: 6 oktas, 0.3 ridging, 8 ft* thick

Wind: NW 25 kn

*1 ft 30.48 an
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Find:

a) 24-hour response factor

b) 24-hour drift distance

c) deviation angle

d) wind drift direction

Solution:

a) From table 2, response factor is 0.27

b) (0.27) (25 kn) = 6.75 nmi*

c) Fran figure 20, deviation angle = 320

d) Drift is toward 3150 -1800 = 135 ° - 320 = 1020

Exanple 2

Given: Ice: 2 ktas, 0.4 ridging, 2-4 ft thick

Wind: Geostrophic NE 20 kn

kIcation: 70*S 175°E

Find:

a) Surface wind velocity

b) 24-hour wind drift vector

c) 24-hour current drift vector

d) 1isultant 48-hour ice drift vector

Solution:

a) Surface wind speed = 0.70(20) = 14.0 kn

Surface wind direction = 0450 + 20' = 0650

b) Distance: (0.75) (14.0) 10.5 nmi

Direction: 0650 + 1800 2450 - 280 = 2170

*iT- = 1. 852 km/hr
1 nmi a 1.852 km
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c) From figure 3, direction = 3200

Distance: 24 x 0.3 = 7.2 nm

d) Vector addition of 2190 @ 10.5 nmi

and 3200 @ 7.2 nu. = 2570 @ 11.5 nmi

48-hour drift = 2570 @ 23.0 nmi

Example 3

A shi,) is operating in a 20 nmi wide band of evenly distributed remnant

first-year floes of 2 aktas concentraticn and 0.4 ridging. This very open pack
band lies adjacent to an east-west oriented fast ice edge where a north 0.3 kn
current has been measured. Ice drift is observed by shipboard personnel due
southward with a 20-kn wind. Assuming no ice disintegration, how long will
it take the 2 ckta belt to compact along the fast ice edge?

Solution: The 2 kta band of ice will becon- compact when it is
compressed to a 5 nmi width because only one-fourth of the 20 nri wide band
is omposed of ie. The 75% response factor from table 2 and the 0.3 kn cur-
rent indicate a net southward ie drift of 7.8 nmi/day. Therefore it will
take approximately 46 hours for the ice edge to drift 15 nmi southward and
for the belt to becom compact.

Eximple 4

An open water area of 0.4 huuncky floes estimated by shipboard
observers to be from 8 to 12 ft thick was skirted to the west near 700S,
1800 on 21 January at 0600Z. The surface wind is forecasted to be E @ 20
kn for the next 2 days. Tere can this ice area be expected to drift in
48 hours? Along what longitude would another vessel be advised to steam
in order to avoid the western portion of this ie area in 48 hours?

Solution: From table 2, 24 hour response factor is 0.89 indicating
a wind drift of 17.8 nni in 24 hours. From figure 20, the deviation angle
is -380. Fran figure 3 the surface current is 2900 at 0.2 kn. A vector
addition (2320 @ 17.8 nmi and 2900 @ 4.8 nmi) yields a total ice drift toward
2430 @ 20.8 nmi or 41.6 nmi for 48 hours. The ononents of the ie drift
are 37.0 nmi westward and 18.8 nmi southward. Therefore, the ice will drift
southward to approximately 70.30S (60 nmi per one degree of latitude). Since
one degree of longitude at 70.01S is approximately 20.5 nmi wide*, the west-
ern edge of the ice will drift to approximately 70.30S, 178.0 0 E using a mean
longitudinal width over the drift path. If all ie is to be avoided, a track
no farther east than 175*E will be advised to avoid isolated floes drifting up
to 10% of the wind speed or to allow for stronger winds than were forecasted.

*With an error smaller than + 0.15 nmi (0.28 kn) the length of one degree
of longitude in nautical miles and tenths at any latitude south of 630S is
nuerically equal to the latitude in degrees and tenths subtracted from
90.5 (Bowditdh, 1966).
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Exanple 5

A 4-6kta area of sea ice with 0.3 ridges was cbserved by aerial
reconnaissance at 72°30'S, 1750 E at 0400Z on 5 December. It was estimated to
be 4 ft thick from previous reports of ships steaming through the area.
Owing to flight tire in returning to base, this cbservation was available to
the forecaster 8 hours later. Geostrophic winds on the 5 Deceptier OOOOZ and
1200Z surface pressure charts were SE @ 30 kn. Fbrecasted surface winds for
the area are S to SW @ 30 kn for 24 hours after 5 Decenber 1200Z and then W @
5 to 10 kn for an additional 24 hours. Where will the ice drift by
7 Decenber 1200Z?

*Solution: Drift of the ice nust be hindcasted to the start of

the forecast period and then drifted with the forecasted winds.

a) Hindcast wind drift

Geostrcphic wind to surface wind: 0.70(30) = 21.0 kn
1350 + 200 = 1550

Drift distance: 0.42(21.0) = 8.8 nmi/day; drift for
8 hours = 8.8 = 2.9 nmi

3

Deviation angle: -270; drift is toward 1550 + 1800
= 3350 - 270 = 3080

b) Forecast wind drift for ist 24 hours:

Drift distance: 0.42(30) = 12.6 nmi

Deviation anglet. -240; drift is toward 2030 - 1800
23' - 240 = 3590

c) Forecast wind drift for 2nd 24 hours:

Drift distance: 0.42(7.5) = 3.2 nn-i

Deviation angle: -400; drift is toward 2700 - 1800
900 - 40* = 0500

d) Current drift

From figure 3, the surface current is 330* @ 0.3 kn or a
vector 330 0 @ 16.8 nmi for 56 hours from the tire of ice observation to
the for ( -t 'ie.

e) Vector addition for total drift

Total wind drift vector:

3080 @ 2.9 nmi (a), plus 3590 @ 12.6 nmi (b), plus 0500
@ 3.2 nmi (c) = 0000 Cd 16.4 nmi,

Total wind drift added to current drift:
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0000 @ 16.4 nmi plus 3300 @ 16.8 nmi gives a total drift

toward 3450 @ 32.0 nmi whirch has a north xmponent of approximately 30 nmi
and a westward cxmponent of 8 nmi or 0.50 latitude and 0.5° longitude.
Subtracting both of these values fran the observed location gives the
forecasted position of 72.00S, 174.5°E.

Exanple 6

The north pack edge is cbserved at 670S, 177°E, sea-ice conditions
southward are 2 to 3 oktas for 50 nmi then 7 to 8 oktas for an additional
250 nmi. All ice has 2 tenths ridging and is estimated to be fran 2 to 4 ft
thick. The surface wind is forecasted to be N @ 30 kn for the next 48 hours.

Find:

a) How far south will the north pack edge drift?

b) What drift will the 7 to 8 okta area experience?

c) To what width will the original 2 to 3 okta area be
cnmpressed (assume no pack disintegration)?

d) Assuming the 2 to 3 okta area ccupresses to 7 to 8 oktas
and no disintegration occurs, what effective movenent of the boundary
between the 2 to 3 and 7 to 8 ckta areas would be observed at the verifying
tine?

Solution:

a) Frc table 2, the 2 to 3 okta area has a .33 wind response
factor or a drift of 19.8 nmi in 48 hours. The direction of drift is 23°

to the left of 1800 or toward 1570. The prevailing current is 2850 @ 0.2 kn,
whichi produces a drift of 9.6 nmi in 48 hours. A vector addition

* yields a resultant drift toward 1850, a distance of 15.8 nmi that has a
due southward ccmponent of 15.7 nmi. The north pack edge therefore recedes
southward to approximately 67°16'S.

b) Using the same techniques, the 7 to 8 okta area drifts
toward 2420 a distance of 7.6 nmi (vector addition of wind drift of 1570
@ 6.6 nmi and current of 2850 @ 9.6 nmi).

*c) The 7 to 8 okta area moves due southward, a distance of
3.5 nmi, while the north pack edge moves southward 15.7 nmi. The original
2 to 3 ckta area therefore undergoes an approximate 12 nmi copression that
reduces its width to 38 nmi.

d) The 2 to 3 okta area drifts southward against the original
7 to 8 okta area and a portion of it xmpresses to 7 to 8 cktas. Since the
total amount of ice in the original 2 to 3 okta area and its new cnfiguration
remains the same, the products of ocnoentrations and widths at the verifying
time must equal the amount of ice at the time of observation. letting X
equal the new width of the 2.5 okta band, Y equal the width of new 7 to 8
okta area formed, and knowing the total new width is 38 nmi we get the
simultaneous equations,
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2.5X + 7.5Y = 2.5 (50)

X + Y = 38

Solving, we get X = 32 and Y = 6. Therefore, at the verifying time the
original 2 to 3 ckta band will be reduced from 50 nmi to 32 nmi and the 7
to 8 okta carbined area will extend 2.5 nmi farther north although the ice
drift has been to the south. The northward movement results from a 6 nmi
wide formation added on to a 3.5 nmi southward movement of the original
7 to 8 ckta area.

B. Long-Range Ice Estimates

Example 1

An early transit of the western Ross Sea and entry into McMurdo
Sound in planned. Two icebreakers are expected to leave Port Lytteltcn,
N.Z., during late October and no reconnaissance or environmental data
from the Ross Sea or Mcturdo Sound are available. Estimate:

a) At what latitude could the north pack edge be encountered?

b) Where may the south pack edge be expected?

c) What pack concentration and percentage of larger floes
can be expected?

d) Where and what is the thickest ice to be expected in the
Ross Sea?

e) Where can the fast-ice edge be expected in Mlurdo Sound?

Answer:

Estimates of all ice conditions are based on the analyses of
historical ice data given in sections II.F. and II.G.

a) Steaming at 10 kn, the breakers will take approximately
5 days to steam to 63°S. Therefore, the north pack edge could be encotntered
at an average latitude of 63040'S on 1 Novenber (fig 9). Fbr ead 10 days
of early or late departure from port, the north pack edge can be expected
to be approximately 30 nmi north or south of 63o40'S respective to early
or late departure (fig 9). The edge may be located slightly farther south
along 178*E or 1800 than westward (fig 4). The range of observed latitudes
of the north pack edge on 1 Novenber is smallest along 1760E where, over
an 8 year period, it has been located as far north as 62*45'S or as far
south as 64005'S (fig 6).

b) The south pack edge on 1 Noveaber probably is located
adjacent to the Ross Ice Shelf. Assuning a speed of 5 kn through the pack
and noting that the overall position of the south pack edge is at 76*25'S
on 15 Nove ber (fig 14), the icebreakers could steam to 770S by 7 Novexber
where a linear interpolation indicates the south pack edge may be expected.
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If departure fMtm Port Lytteltcn is delayed one week, transit may be mad
toward 760S, 178*E where the edge can be expected by 15 Noveber (fig 10),
or toward 740201S, 1760E where the edge was observed farthest north by
15 November (fig 11).

c) During 1 to 15 Novenber, 3 to 5 oktas of ice concentratian
could be expected fmm the north pack edge to approximately 66030'S, then 7
cktas southward to the south pack edge. An area of lesser cnoentration
(5 to 6 cktas) may be located near 74030'S, 178*W (fig C-5). Large floes can
be expected to cover 50% or more of the surface from 67 0 S to 72 0 S generally
east of 176*E with lower percentages westward. South of 720S,1800, an area
of lower percentage of large floes has been found (fiq C-6).

d) The thickest ice for average conditions during November extends
fran 67 030'S to 72 030'S; the ice will average 2 to 4 ft thick with pressure
ridges to 5 ft. Multi-year floes 8 to 12 ft thick or more may be encountered
eastward of a boundary generally extending from 67 0 30'S,1780 E to 72 0 30'S,1780 E
to 75*S,175*W; occasionally they also may be encountered westward of this
boundary owing to advection by rean currents (fig 3) and mean winds (fig A-11).

e) Fast ice in Mc4urdo Sound on 8 Novenber can be expected most
often near Cape Rbyds or about 22 to 23 nmi northwest of Hut Point (fig 19).
The average width will be about 28 nmi with a maximun width of 61 NM and a
minimum width of only 18 nmi (fig 19). Thickness of the fast ice will most
probably be 3 to 4 ft along the north edge increasing to 6 ft (1.8 n 2 to
3 nmi south of the edge. Thickness of the ice will gradually increase to
6 to 7 ft from Tent Island to Hut Point; occasional 8-ft thick zones also
could be expected.

Example 2

The geostiophic wind velocity at 70*S, 175'E during 16 to 31 July,
1 to 15 August, 16 to 31 August and 1 to 15 Septenber was estimated to be
180- at 18 kn, 1350 at 12 kn, 2100 at 17 kn, and 2400 at 14 kn, respectively.
At what latitude would the north pack edge in the western Ross Sea on
15 November be estimated? Mhat overall ice thickness can be expected?

Answer:

A tip-to-tail summation of the four wind vectors indicates an average
15-day south comtponent of the geostrophic wind of approximately +12.0 knots.
Fron figure 21 the north pack edge is estimated at Approximately 63 050'S
on 15 November. The southerly wind component of 12.0 knots indicates light
to average in thicknesses can be expected. Fran section II.F.5. the overall
ice thickness is estimated at 1 to 2 1/2 feet fran the north pack edge to
670301S, thence from 2 to 3 1/2 feet with pressure ridges 4 to 5 feet thick
to 72-30'S, thence I to 3 feet thick to the south pack edge.

Exanple 3

Warming degree day (Wdd) accumulations indicate a niumn total
of -140 Wdd's occurred before seasonal heating resulted in an upward
slope of the Wdd curve. Estimate the latitude at which the south pack
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edge could be expected on 15 December.

Solution: From section B.l.b. (l)

Latitude = 68.5 - min. Wdd total
40

=.68.5 - (-140) - 68.5 + 3.5
40

72.0 or 72.0*S

Example 4

The north pack edge is cbserved at 640301S on 15 Novenber with
4 ktas of ice concentration in a 60 nmi wide band adjacent to the edge
and 7 to 8 oktas southward to the south pack edge at 76030'S. Ice data
from prior years is searched for similar conditions and during a particular
year the north pack edge was observed at 63'50'S, 1760 E on 12 November,
the pack band along the edge was 3 to 4 ktas and only 30 nmi wide, and
the ice southward was 7 oktas concentration. On 15 December of that prior
year the edge receded to 65 0 30'S, the 3 to 4 okta concentration band
became 2 to 3 cktas and 60 nmi wide and the pack southward became 4 to 5
oktas. Make a 15 and 30-day estimate of pack conditions valid 1 December
and 15 Decenber respectively.

Answer:

The present north pack edge is 30 nmi south of the past edge
which is adjusted to 64*S for 15 November (fig 9). Since the past
edge receded 90 nmi by 15 December, the 30-day forecast is for the edge
to recede by 90 nmi to 660S. The pack band decreased 1 okta from 3 to 4
cktas to 2 to 3 cktas; therefore, the forecast is for the 4 ckta band to
decrease to 3 oktas. The increase of 30 nmi in width results in a forecasted
width of 90 nmi. Since the pack southward decreased 2 to 3 oktas, the
30-day forecast is for the 7 to 8 ckta area to becme 4 to 6 oktas. No
south pack edge was observed during the prior year, therefore, the fore-
casted location is made with respect to its normal position. Because
76 0 301S is very close to the normal position of the south pack edge on
15 Novenber (fig 14), a normal position of 720S is forecast for 15 Decenber.

The 15-day ice estimate valid 1 Decenber will be a linear inter-
polation between the latest conditions and the 30-day estimate. The north
pack edge will recede 45 nmi to 65*15'S, the 4-okta concentration band
will beome 3 to 4 oktas and 75 nmi wide, the pack concentration southward
of 66030'S will beccTe 5 to 7 oktas to a normal position of the south pack
edge at 73015'S.

Example 5

Monthly mean temperatures at McMurdo Station for March through
Novenber are respectively +2.0*F, -7.5*F, -13.2*F, -12.4*F, -16.8 0 F, -21.3'F,
-10.6-F, -4.1-F, and +17.00 F. No ice thickness or snow depth data are avail-
able. Estimate the sea ice thickness in Winter Quarters Bay on 1 Decerber.
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Solution:

Zubov's English unit equation relatina frost de.ree days (32°F base)
to ice thickness (in inches) is used because no snow depth data are given;
add 10% and 15% and round to the nearest inch.

Month TenV (OF) 32*F base No. of days Fdd's

March +2.0 30.0 31 930

April -7.5 39.5 30 1185

May -13.2 45.2 31 1401

June -12.4 44.4 30 1332

July -16.8 48.8 31 1513

August -21.3 53.3 31 1652

Septezber -10.6 42.6 30 1278

Octcber -4.1 36.1 31 1119

Novexber +17.0 15.0 30 450

Z Fdd's 10860

substituting in Zubov's English unit equation (2),

I = 97 + .69 (10860) - 9.8

or I = 17590'- 9.8; I = 77.3 inches

Adding 10% and 15% and rounding to the nearest inch yields a thickness
range of 85 to 89 in.

Example 6

Thickness of the annual ice runway at Williams Field was measured
on 15 July as 52 in with a snow ver of 12 inches. During the remainder
of July the snow depth remained constant, 912 frost degree days were
accumulated, and the average wind speed was 16 kn. Wbat is the estimated
ice thickness on 1 August?

Solution:

Finding a value of W fron figure 26, a value of K fran figure 27,
and substituting in Kolesnikov's equation (3), we hav

2 + ((30.7) (12) + 13 + (5.1) (52)] A1 = 6 (912-(1.8) (16) (-3.3)]

1 +0.0031912-(1.8) (16) (-3.3)]
16
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(AI)2 + 646.6aI - 5077 = 0

substituting in the quadratic equation

= -b + Jb2 -4ac
2a

where a = 1, b = 646.6 and c = -5077 we have

L I =-646.6 + J418092 - 4 (-5077)' -646.6 + 662.1
2 2

I = 15.5 = 7.8 an or 3.1 in
2

The ioe thickness on 1 August therefore is estimated to be 55.1 in.

Example 7

The Wdd curve has readied a minimum value of -75 on 25 November and
is forecast to reach "zero" on 15 December, and increase linearly to +250
on 8 January and reach +450 on 25 January. Mnen will the ice thickness at
William Field start to decrease and what is the estimated ice thickness
on 8 January and on 25 January?

Solution:

From section III.B.2b. the ioe thickness n the annual ice rurway
will start to decrease when approximately 100 Wdd's have occurred after
the Wdd minim.n has been reached. That accumulation is expected on 18
Decerer assuming the linear Wdd increase after 15 Deoember. Thickness
of the ice runway is estimated to decrease approximately 14 in by
8 January (250 + 75 - 100) (16) and approximately 35 in (450 + 75 -

100) + (12) by 25 January.

Example 8

At McMurdo Station the mcnthly man temperatures for September
and October are -23.0°F and -8.50 F, respectively. WVhere can the fast ice
edge in McMurdo Sound be expected on 15 November?

Solution:

The sum of the mean monthly temperatures for September and Octcber
is less than -30* which is related to the fast ice edge lying 40 to 60 nmi
north of Hut Point (section III.B.2.c). A qualitative forecast of
"extensive fast ice" or "wider than normal fast ioe" would be given.
A quantitative estimate of the edge located approximately 50 nmi north of
Hut Point would be made.
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APPENDIX A

Mear. Mobnthly Sea Level Pressure (rb),

Ross Sea
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ApprZMIX B

Mea Mrthly Surface Air Tenperature (00),

RcJss Sea
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APPENDIX C

tMean Half-bnthly Pack Ice bnoentration and

Large Floe-Size Percentage, Western Ross Sea,

Octcber - January (DF 62 - DF 69)
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